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Communicating the Pandemic

1. Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has posed a formidable communicative challenge. Governments not  
only need to reach a diverse public with clear messages they can understand. They also need  
to maintain public trust and persuade individuals to comply with new rules and guidance that  
curtail some freedoms. 

Research suggests public togetherness — a belief ‘we’re in this together’ — is critical to achieving  
such compliance (Jetten et al. 2020; Tomasini 2021; West-Oram 2021). Yet sustaining public 
YTLJYMJWSJXX�NX�INKܪHZQY�\MJS�YMJ�YMWJFY�YMJ�UFSIJRNH�UTXJX�FSI�YMJ�HTXYX�TK�HTRUQNFSHJ� 
are not shared equally among groups (B. Prainsack and Buyx 2011; P. Prainsack 2020). 

In previous research, we began to chart how the UK government is faring with this communicative 
challenge (Coleman et al. 2020). Through three representative surveys of the UK population in 
August 2020, we found marked differences in how the public were engaging with, evaluating, and 
FHYNSL�NS�WJXUTSXJ�YT�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS��&�XN_JFGQJ�UWTUTWYNTS�TK�YMJ�UZGQNH�QFHPJI�NSYJWJXY�NS�TKܪHNFQ�
NSKTWRFYNTS��TYMJWX�QFHPJI�HTSܪIJSHJ�NS�JNYMJW�LT[JWSRJSY�TW�RJINHFQ�J]UJWYX��FSI�GJMF[NTZW�NS�
WJXUTSXJ�YT�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS�[FWNJI�XNLSNܪHFSYQ^��<J�FQXT�KTZSI�INKKJWJSHJX�NS�UJTUQJѣX�LJSJWFQ�
outlook on the pandemic (Douglas 1999; Wildavsky and Dake 1990). Whereas some took more 
‘communitarian’ views, convinced of the need for individuals and government to act collectively for 
the public good, others were more ‘individualist’, not viewing the pandemic as such a grave threat and 
favouring more scope for individual judgement. We captured key differences in respondents’ views, 
J]UJWNJSHJX��FSI�GJMF[NTZW�YMWTZLM�F�XJLRJSYFYNTS�FSFQ^XNX�YMFY�NIJSYNܪJI�XN]�XJLRJSYX��JFHM�TK�
\MNHM�XMFWJ�FYYWNGZYJX�FSI�WJUWJXJSY�F�XNLSNܪHFSY�UWTUTWYNTS�TK�YMJ�:0�UTUZQFYNTS��&�XZRRFW^�TK� 
these segments and how they compare in relation to key dimensions are outlined in Table 1.1

In this report, we build on the picture generated through the survey research by conducting follow-up 
focus groups with members of the public aligned with the six segments. Considering the different 
perspectives and experiences of our participants, we evaluate the extent to which the communication 
TK�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS�MFX�UWTRTYJI�UZGQNH�ZSIJWXYFSINSL��HTSܪIJSHJ��FSI�HTRUQNFSHJ��.S�YMJ�
process, we identify key barriers to achieving these objectives in practice and insights about how 
communication could be improved in future. 

Drawing on our analysis, we make two main arguments in conclusion. Firstly, for the public to be able to 
follow and understand information, maximum clarity and consistency in information and how information 
NX�IJQN[JWJI�NX�HWNYNHFQ�-^QFSI�<TTI�JY�FQ���������3TY�TSQ^�IT�XUJHNܪH�RJXXFLJX�SJJI�YT�GJ�HQJFW�FSI�
consistent, but the public needs help to navigate a complex information environment and distinguish 
FRTSL�INKKJWJSY�Y^UJX�FSI�HMFSSJQX�TK�NSKTWRFYNTS��8JHTSIQ �̂�YT�UWTRTYJ�UZGQNH�HTSܪIJSHJ�FSI�
compliance, a more deliberative approach to decision-making is essential (Pearse 2020; Scheinerman 
FSI�2H(T^����� �9MJ�3ZKܪJQI�(TZSHNQ�TS�'NTJYMNHX����� �2TTWJ�FSI�2FH0JS_NJ��������*SXZWNSL�
F�\NIJ�WFSLJ�TK�[NJ\X�FWJ�HTSXZQYJI�HFS�GZNQI�HTSܪIJSHJ�NS�GTYM�UTQNYNHFQ�IJHNXNTSX�FSI�XHNJSYNܪH�
OZILJRJSYX��.S�FIINYNTS��QNXYJSNSL�YT�INKKJWJSYQ^�XNYZFYJI�LWTZUX�џ�JSXZWNSL�YMJNW�XUJHNܪH�HNWHZRXYFSHJX�
are acknowledged and unfairness is addressed — is necessary in order to develop ‘solidarity-supportive 
policies’ (Fuks et al. 2021, see also West-Oram 2021) that can sustain the public togetherness that 
ZSIJWUNSX�HTRUQNFSHJ��5ZY�XNRUQ �̂�RFNSYFNSNSL�UZGQNH�YTLJYMJWSJXX�RJFSX�WJHTLSN_NSL�UZGQNH�INKKJWJSHJ�

1 Table 1 outlines how the segments compare in relation to key dimensions of significance to this report. A full description  
of the segments and the process through which they were arrived at is available in Coleman et al., 2020.
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Before we begin, we would like to note a limitation in the scope of our analysis. While the four nations 
of the UK adopted a similar approach to the pandemic initially, their policies diverged from May 2020 
onwards and the devolved governments communicated with their respective publics accordingly (see 
Tatlow et al. 2021 for an account of the different policy approaches). Unfortunately, the numbers of 
research participants from Northern Ireland, Scotland, and Wales in our sample were too small to 
capture and consider these differences in policy and communication systematically. As a result, our 
analysis focuses on communication by the central UK government, who are responsible for policy in 
*SLQFSI�FX�\JQQ�FX�XTRJ�RJFXZWJX�YMFY�FKKJHY�YMJ�\MTQJ�TK�YMJ�:0��

Table 1: Six segments

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS

SEGMENTS
COVID 

communitarian 
COVID 

individualist  
Interest in 

information 

Behaviour 
associated 
with risks 

Experience 
of COVID 

Vulnerability 
to COVID 

Evaluation of 
government 

communication 

1 Average 8NLSNܪHFSYQ^�
FGT[J�F[JWFLJ� Average 8NLSNܪHFSYQ^�

FGT[J�F[JWFLJ�
&GT[J�

F[JWFLJ� Average Average

2 8NLSNܪHFSYQ^�
GJQT\�F[JWFLJ &[JWFLJ� 8NLSNܪHFSYQ^�

GJQT\�F[JWFLJ Average Average Average 2TWJ�UTXNYN[J�
YMFS�F[JWFLJ�

3 &GT[J�
average

'JQT\��
average

&GT[J�
F[JWFLJ� Average Average Average

8NLSNܪHFSYQ^�
RTWJ�UTXNYN[J�
YMFS�F[JWFLJ

4 'JQT\��
average

8NLSNܪHFSYQ^�
FGT[J�F[JWFLJ�

'JQT\��
average �&[JWFLJ 'JQT\��

average
'JQT\��
average Average

5 8NLSNܪHFSYQ^�
FGT[J�F[JWFLJ�

8NLSNܪHFSYQ^�
GJQT\�F[JWFLJ

&GT[J�
F[JWFLJ� Average Average Average

8NLSNܪHFSYQ^�
RTWJ�SJLFYN[J�
YMFS�F[JWFLJ

6 8NLSNܪHFSYQ^�
FGT[J�F[JWFLJ�

'JQT\��
average

&GT[J�
F[JWFLJ�

'JQT\��
average

&GT[J�
F[JWFLJ�

&GT[J�
F[JWFLJ� Average

Based on Coleman et al., 2020: 13-15.
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2. Methodology

9MNX�WJUTWY�NX�GFXJI�TS�F�XJWNJX�TK�KTHZX�LWTZUX�IJXNLSJI�YT�GZNQI�TSܪ�SINSLX�KWTR�FS�JFWQNJW�UMFXJ�
TK�XZW[J^�WJXJFWHM��<MJWJFX�TZW�XZW[J^�\FX�GFXJI�TS�HQTXJI�VZJXYNTSX�\NYMܪ�]JI�WJXUTSXJX��KTHZX�
groups allow research participants to respond to open questions in their own terms and listen and 
WJXUTSI�YT�YMJ�[NJ\X�FSI�J]UJWNJSHJX�TK�TYMJWX��9MJܫ�J]NGQJ�SFYZWJ�TK�KTHZX�LWTZUX�RJFSX�YMJRJX� 
that are important to participants can be picked up and pursued in more depth. The focus groups 
allowed us to build on the broad picture generated by our survey research, exploring the views and 
experiences of research participants in greater depth. 

Because of social distancing necessitated by the pandemic, the focus groups were conducted  
TSQNSJ��*FHM�QFXYJI�GJY\JJS�������RNSZYJX��<J�FXPJI�UFWYNHNUFSYX�VZJXYNTSX�NS�YMJ�KTQQT\NSL�FWJFX�� 
YMJ�LT[JWSRJSYѣX�WJXUTSXJ�YT�YMJ�UFSIJRNH��\MJYMJW�FSI�MT\�YMJ^�KTQQT\JI�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS��
\MJYMJW�FSI�MT\�YMJ^�ZSIJWXYTTI�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS��MT\�YMJ^�J[FQZFYJI�LT[JWSRJSY� 
communication and felt it could be improved, and what their expectations were for the future.  
To aid memory and facilitate discussion, we also showed participants a short video clip of Prime 
2NSNXYJW��'TWNX�/TMSXTS��FSI�TSJ�TK�(MNJK�2JINHFQ�4KܪHJW��(MWNX�<MNYY �̂�HTRRZSNHFYNSL�NSKTWRFYNTS�
about the pandemic.2 (See Appendix 1 for the focus-group discussion guide.)

We completed 16 focus groups in total, involving 72 participants. Most groups had between  
4-8 participants as planned, although we only managed to recruit 2-3 participants for four of the  
16 groups. We recruited participants who had completed the survey previously and opted-in to 
participate in follow-up research, which enabled us to select groups based on the segmentation 
analysis.3 We conducted two focus groups with members of each of the six segments and four  
mixed groups (see Appendix 2 for a list of focus groups). Using the segmentation as the basis for 
XFRUQNSL�JSXZWJI�TZW�XFRUQJ�WJܫJHYJI�PJ^�[FWNFGQJX�YMFY�TZW�XZW[J^�WJXJFWHM�MFI�XMT\S�\JWJ�
XNLSNܪHFSY�FY�F�:0�UTUZQFYNTS�QJ[JQ�XJJ�Appendix 3 for a demographic breakdown of our sample). 

The focus groups were video recorded and transcribed for subsequent analysis. They were  
analysed by the authors in terms of how they addressed the following key research questions: 

1. -T\�MF[J�RJRGJWX�TK�YMJ�UZGQNH�JSLFLJI�\NYM�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS�FGTZY�UFSIJRNH$�

2. -T\�MF[J�RJRGJWX�TK�YMJ�UZGQNH�ZSIJWXYTTI�TKܪHNFQ�HTRRZSNHFYNTS�FGTZY�YMJ�UFSIJRNH$�

3. -T\�MF[J�RJRGJWX�TK�YMJ�UZGQNH�J[FQZFYJI�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS�FGTZY�YMJ�UFSIJRNH$�

4. -T\�MF[J�RJRGJWX�TK�YMJ�UZGQNH�FHYJI�ZUTS�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS�FGTZY�YMJ�UFSIJRNH$�

5. What experiences and views explain differences in how members of the public  
MF[J�WJHJN[JI��ZSIJWXYTTI��J[FQZFYJI��FSI�FHYJI�ZUTS�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS$

2 The Boris Johnson clip was taken from a national address on 22 September 2020, and the Chris Whitty clip from a  
briefing on 21 September 2020.

3 We informed participants that they had been selected for the study based on their survey responses and that groups  
had been formed on this basis. To avoid influencing the findings, participants did not know the make-up of specific  
groups before the research began. However, the findings (showing the alignment between the focus groups and specific 
segments) were shared with participants subsequently and they were given another opportunity at this stage to comment,  
ask questions, and withdraw from the research without explanation and without incurring any disadvantage.
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3.  Understanding o!cial  
information

The government must reach a diverse public with clear messages they can understand. Without 
receiving comprehensible information, the public will not know how to act to keep themselves and 
TYMJWX�XFKJ��&X�\J�IJXHWNGJ��YMJWJ�\FX�F�LJSJWFQ�UJWHJUYNTS�NS�TZW�KTHZX�LWTZUX�YMFY�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS�
MFI�GJHTRJ�RTWJ�HTRUQJ]�FSI�HMFSLJFGQJ�FKYJW�YMJܪ�WXY�QTHPIT\S�UJWNTI�FSI�RTWJ�INKܪHZQY�YT�KTQQT\�
(Section 3.1���>JY�YMJ�NRUQNHFYNTSX�TK�YMNX�[FWNJI�KTW�UFWYNHNUFSYX��7JܫJHYNSL�INKKJWJSHJX�FRTSL�YMJ�XN]�
XJLRJSYX��UFWYNHNUFSYX�JSLFLJI�\NYM�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS�YT�INKKJWJSY�IJLWJJX��\MNHM�FKKJHYJI�MT\�\JQQ�
they could keep up with and understand more complex and changeable information (Section 3.2). 

3.1. A complex and changeable information environment

9MJWJ�\FX�F�\NIJQ^�XMFWJI�UJWHJUYNTS�FHWTXX�TZW�KTHZX�LWTZUX�YMFY�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS�FGTZY�YMJ�
UFSIJRNH�MFI�GJHTRJ�RTWJ�HTRUQJ]�FSI�HMFSLJFGQJ��.S�YMJܪ�WXY�QTHPIT\S�UJWNTI�NS�2FWHM�2F^�������
YMJ�LT[JWSRJSYѣX�RJXXFLJ�\FX�F�XNRUQJ�TSJ��&�HQJFW�NSOZSHYNTS�YT�ѢXYF^�FY�MTRJѣ�\FX�WJܫJHYJI�YFSLNGQ^�
in the closure of key parts of the physical environment outside people’s homes. Yet the rules and 
LZNIFSHJ�GJHFRJ�RTWJ�HTRUQJ]�FSI�HMFSLJFGQJ�FKYJW�YMJܪ�WXY�QTHPIT\S�UJWNTI�FSI�RJXXFLJX�\JWJ�
harder to follow as a result.

*[JS�IZWNSL�YMJܪ�WXY�QTHPIT\S��STY�FQQ�NSKTWRFYNTS�\FX�JFXNQ^�ZSIJWXYTTI��+TW�J]FRUQJ��\MNQJ�UJTUQJ�
PSJ\�YMJ^�HTZQI�J]JWHNXJ�QTHFQQ �̂�STY�FQQ�UFWYNHNUFSYX�\JWJ�XZWJ�MT\�F�ѢQTHFQ�FWJFѣ�\FX�IJܪSJI��8ZHM�
NSYJWUWJYN[J�INKܪHZQYNJX�GJHFRJ�RTWJ�UWTSTZSHJI�FKYJW�YMJ�QTHPIT\S��\MJWJ�YMJ�UZGQNH�\JWJ�XYNQQ�
required to follow rules and guidance around social distancing, isolation periods, and so on, but some 
KWJJITRX�\JWJ�WJXYTWJI�FSI�J]HJUYNTSX�NSYWTIZHJI��+NSINSL�NY�RTWJ�INKܪHZQY�YT�KTQQT\�NSKTWRFYNTS�� 
some participants described becoming confused at this time: 

P1: Yeah, I think, at the start, it was very clear, it was stay at home. And then as 
the restrictions gradually eased, there were as P5 was saying, there were a lot of 
exceptions, oh you can do this, but only this or you might be able to do this. And that’s 
where things started to get quite confusing. (Segment 1, Group 2)

P4: So when we were going into lockdown in March, I felt that was a really clear 
message and we all knew what we were doing. And then, by the time it got to July and 
we were starting to come out of it, I think that’s when all the mixed messages started 
and that’s when the confusion began. (Segment 4, Group 1)

P4:�8T�FLFNS��\MJS�\Jܪ�WXY�\JSY�NSYT�QTHPIT\S��NY�\FX�FS�JFX^�RJXXFLJ��.Y�\FX�XYF^�
at home, protect the NHS, save lives. We knew what we could do, you could go out for 
an hour, you could, you could not meet anybody, etc. etc. So that was clear. And things 
needed obviously to relax in some way, where we had a lengthy period over the summer 
of some pretty lax stuff and certainly going into these, the tier situation, many rapid 
u-turns again, so not a clear message. (Mixed, Group 4) 

&X�\JQQ�FX�MF[NSL�INKܪHZQY^�ZSIJWXYFSINSL�XUJHNܪH�WZQJX�TW�LZNIFSHJ��UFWYNHNUFSYX�J]UQFNSJI�YMFY� 
it was not always easy for them to distinguish between the two. In other words, the line between  
\MFY�\FX�WJVZNWJI�G^�QF\�FSI�\MFY�\FX�RJWJQ^�WJHTRRJSIJI�\FX�KZ__^�FSI�ZSHQJFW��
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&KYJW�YMJܪ�WXY�QTHPIT\S�UJWNTI��YMJ�RJXXFLJ�ѢXYF^�FY�MTRJѣ�\FX�WJUQFHJI�G^�YMJ�QJXX�NRRJINFYJQ^�
understandable phrase ‘stay alert’. Some participants mocked this phrase: 

P2: When we got to the point of ‘Stay Alert’, when that phrase raised its head, that’s 
when I think he [Boris Johnson] lost it entirely. You can’t stay alert for a virus. It’s not 
MNINSL�WTZSI�F�HTWSJW�YMFY�\NQQ�QJFU�TZY�GJMNSI�^TZ�\NYM�F�MFRRJW��NX�NY$�>TZ�HFSѣY�XJJ�NY�
XT�\MFY�NX�YMJWJ�YT�GJ�FQJWY�KTW$�9MJ�\MTQJ�UTNSY�NX�YMFY�NYѣX�NS[NXNGQJ��YMFYѣX�\M^�NYѣX�XHFW^�
isn’t it. (Segment 4, Group 2) 

P4. And when they have these taglines of how you are supposed to behave and one of 
them being ‘Stay Alert’. It’s a virus, you can’t see it, it’s the most intangible objective or 
goal to stay alert. I thought it was farcical. (Segment 5, Group 1)

The ‘stay alert’ message appeared to signal both the return of some freedoms and the need for 
individuals to act responsibly by following new rules and guidance. In Section 5, we note how 
UFWYNHNUFSYX�WJXUTSIJI�YT�YMNX�RJXXFLNSL�INKKJWJSYQ �̂�WJܫJHYNSL�RTWJ�NSIN[NIZFQNXY�TW�HTRRZSNYFWNFS�
TZYQTTPX��\MJWJFX�XTRJ�[FQZJI�RTWJ�XHTUJ�KTW�NSIN[NIZFQ�OZILJRJSY��WJHTLSN_NSL�INKKJWJSHJX�NS�
NSIN[NIZFQ�HNWHZRXYFSHJX��TYMJWX�FI[THFYJI�RTWJ�IJܪSNYJ�WZQJX�FSI�XYWTSLJW�JSKTWHJRJSY�YT�FIIWJXX�
non-compliance. But, either way, more onus was placed on individuals to engage with — to ‘stay alert’ 
to — government rules and guidance during this period. 

4SJ�KFHYTW�YMFY�RFIJ�ZSIJWXYFSINSL�NSKTWRFYNTS�RTWJ�INKܪHZQY�\FX�NYX�HMFSLNSL�SFYZWJ��<MNQJ�
restrictions were eased over the summer, with the Government even urging people ‘to eat out to help 
TZYѣ�NS�&ZLZXY��WJXYWNHYNTSX�\JWJ�WJFUUQNJI�NS�YMJ�FZYZRS��.S�*SLQFSI��YMJ�ѢWZQJ�TK�XN]ѣ�FSI�F���UR�HZWKJ\�
on pubs and restaurants were introduced in September and a tier system implemented in October. This 
culminated in another four-week lockdown period in November, followed by the introduction of a new 
‘tougher’ tier system. There was then a temporary relaxation of rules over Christmas before another 
national lockdown was introduced in January 2021. As we describe in Section 4, participants evaluated 
the government’s handling of the pandemic differently: some felt the government was doing well to 
balance priorities in an unprecedented situation, while others felt they lacked clear policy priorities, 
resulting in mixed and inconsistent messaging. However, as several participants noted, there is little 
ITZGY�YMFY�YMJ�QFGNQJ�SFYZWJ�TK�WZQJX�FSI�LZNIFSHJ�LF[J�YMJ�UZGQNH�QJXX�YNRJ�YT�KFRNQNFWN_J�YMJRXJQ[JX�
\NYM�YMJR�FSI�RFIJ�ZSIJWXYFSINSL�NSKTWRFYNTS�RTWJ�INKܪHZQY��

P4: They’ll say one thing on Monday, by Wednesday they’ve changed their mind and by 
Friday they’ll be back onto Monday’s idea. It’s just impossible to keep up. (Mixed, Group 1)

P3: I think they’re being communicated but it’s just too many things are being 
communicated so often that it’s hard to keep up with them and I think if they just set 
rules and kind of set them at what they needed to be done instead of changing them 
all the time they need to just make up their mind and I think that will probably make it 
a lot more clear to people if it’s just the same rules so that they don’t keep changing, 
because they seem to never stop changing. (Mixed, Group 2)

Another confounding factor was the differentiation of policy across parts of the UK. While the four 
SFYNTSX�FITUYJI�F�XNRNQFW�FUUWTFHM�FYܪ�WXY��UTQNH^�IN[JWLJI�KWTR�2F^������TS\FWIX�9FYQT\�JY�FQ��
2021). Meanwhile, local lockdowns and the tier system meant different rules and guidance came to  
be applied at sub-national level. Tailoring messages to different localities is challenging. 
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.S�FIINYNTS��ZSQJXX�HQJFWQ^�OZXYNܪJI��YWJFYNSL�LWTZUX�INKKJWJSYQ^�HFS�HWJFYJ�UJWHJUYNTSX�TK�ZSKFNWSJXX�� 
For example, several participants affected by the tier system felt it reproduced regional inequalities  
by privileging London over the rest of the country. As one participant described: 

P1: I’m in Greater Manchester and we’re going back in Tier 3, but we got lower numbers 
but London’s Tier 2. So to me that doesn’t make sense but I think in London they’re 
thinking more about the economy, keeping their economy going, and you know, forget 
the rest of the country. (Segment 4, Group 1)

A belief that you are being forgotten or not being treated fairly undermines a sense of public 
togetherness and may have implications for the public’s willingness to comply with rules and  
guidance (Steffens 2020). We return to this point in Section 5. 

9MJ�\F^�TZW�UFWYNHNUFSYX�IJXHWNGJI�YMJ�NSKTWRFYNTS�JS[NWTSRJSY�FKYJW�YMJܪ�WXY�QTHPIT\S�JHMT�TZW�XZW[J^�
�SINSLX��.S�TZW�XZW[J^�WJXJFWHM�NS�&ZLZXY�������\J�KTZSI�YMFY�FQRTXY�Y\T�YMNWIXܪ��
��TK�WJXUTSIJSYX�\JWJ�
T[JW\MJQRJI�G^�YMJ�INKKJWJSY�RJXXFLJX�YMJ^�\JWJ�WJHJN[NSL��\MNQJ�T[JW�F�YMNWI���
��YTQI�ZX�YMJ^�KTZSI�NY�
INKܪHZQY�YT�RFPJ�XJSXJ�TK�NSKTWRFYNTS�(TQJRFS�JY�FQ����������>JY�GJMNSI�YMJXJ�MJFIQNSJܪ�LZWJX�FWJ�XNLSNܪHFSY�
INKKJWJSHJX�FRTSL�LWTZUX��5FWYNHNUFSYX�JSLFLJI�\NYM�TKܪHNFQ�HTRRZSNHFYNTS�FGTZY�YMJ�UFSIJRNH�NS�
varying ways — ranging from those who were highly engaged to those who were disengaged — with different 
implications for how well they were able to follow and understand complex and changeable information. 

3.2. Different modes of engagement

5ZGQNH�NSYJWJXY�NS�NSKTWRFYNTS�FGTZY�YMJ�UFSIJRNH�[FWNJX�XNLSNܪHFSYQ �̂�.S�QNSJ�\NYM�YMJ�XJLRJSYFYNTS�
FSFQ^XNX��UFWYNHNUFSYX�NS�TZW�KTHZX�LWTZUX�WJܫJHYJI�YMTXJ�INKKJWJSHJX��8TRJ�LWTZUX�YJSI�YT�MF[J� 
higher levels of interest (Segments 3, 5 and 6), whereas others have moderate (Segment 1) or low  
QJ[JQX�8JLRJSYX���FSI�����<J�TZYQNSJ�GJQT\�MT\�TZW�UFWYNHNUFSYX�JSLFLJI�\NYM�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS� 
and what the implications are for their ability to follow and make sense of information. We cannot 
reproduce the full richness of our participants’ accounts here. For analytical purposes, we distinguish 
and compare three key modes of engagement: the COVID informed (Section 3.2.1), the COVID 
monitorial (Section 3.2.2) and the COVID disengaged (Section 3.2.3). 

Image: COVID-19 Press Conference, 09/09/2020, Nº 10 Downing Street,London, United Kingdom. Picture by Pippa Fowles.
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3.2.1. COVID informed

The COVID informed seek information about the pandemic consistently, following developments 
HQTXJQ �̂�+TW�J]FRUQJ��\MJS�\J�FXPJI�UFWYNHNUFSYX�NK�YMJ^�MF[J�GJJS�PJJUNSL�ZU�\NYM�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS��
one told us how they4 used different sources of information, received updates ‘constantly’, and were 
‘connected all of the time’: 

P1: Yeah, I will always put the news on as soon as I get home, but constantly I’ve 
got news alerts coming up on my phone. I will check the BBC News website three or 
four times a day and I have to say I daily check the infection rate and the death rate, 
especially in my area. And think we do get quite a lot of decent information on the local 
''(�3J\X��.�HFS�UTU�NS�R^�UTXY�HTIJ�FSIܪ�SI�TZY�MT\�RFS^�NS�R^�FWJF�FSI�\MFY�
what’s happening. So you know sometimes it’s reassuring, sometimes it’s not. But yes, 
I’m unfortunately connected all of the time. (Segment 3, Group 2) 

The COVID informed are most able to navigate the complex, changeable information environment 
described in Section 3�FSI�RTXY�QNPJQ^�YT�KJJQ�HTSܪIJSY�NS�YMJNW�ZSIJWXYFSINSL�TK�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS��
As one participant explained: ‘In terms of the actual rules and things, I’ve had no problem. The rules are 
[JW^�HQJFW�YT�RJѣ�8JLRJSY����,WTZU�����-T\J[JW��YMJ�(4;.)�NSKTWRJI�RF^�XYNQQ�J]UJWNJSHJ�INKܪHZQYNJX��
Constant connection is a problem when government messages change as they are translated by 
and refracted through different media sources. One engaged participant, for example, explained 
their frustration when press leaks turn out to be inaccurate. They tried to weave separate pieces of 
information together but were left uncertain: 

P2: I’ve been very concerned at how the government were getting out – things were 
being leaked all time to the press before we got the true opinion from the government. 
So you think, oh no, we’re going to go into lockdown and then it turned out that we 
weren’t at all. […] So it depended again me watching too much I think. And listening to 
too much. I’ve seen so many different things, so you piece it all together and probably 
get the wrong answer at the end. So I wonder why so much was leaked. Why did they 
IT�NY�NS�YMJ�UFUJWX�TW�YMJ�SJ\X�GJKTWJ�\J�MJFWI�NY�KWTR�YMJ�LT[JWSRJSY$�8JLRJSY����
Group 2) 

As expected, high levels of engagement were most evident in Segments 3, 5 and 6. These segments 
tend to be more communitarian than individualist in how they view the pandemic, seeing it as a 
XNLSNܪHFSY�YMWJFY�YMFY�NSIN[NIZFQX�FSI�LT[JWSRJSY�MF[J�F�WJXUTSXNGNQNY^�YT�\TWP�HTQQJHYN[JQ^�YT�FIIWJXX��
Although they share the communitarian outlook and high interest in information about the pandemic, 
RJRGJWX�TK�8JLRJSY���FWJ�QJXX�QNPJQ^�YT�MF[J�HTSܪIJSHJ�NS�YMJ�HZWWJSY�:0�LT[JWSRJSY�FSI�YMNX�HFS�
affect how they engage with information. 

4 When we refer to participants, we use the singular ‘they’ as a pronoun in this report.  
See https://public.oed.com/blog/a-brief-history-of-singular-they/

https://public.oed.com/blog/a-brief-history-of-singular-they/
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For example, although they do seek information, some participants from this segment told us  
KTWHJKZQQ^�YMFY�YMJ^�ST�QTSLJW�JSLFLJ�\NYM�XTRJ�TKܪHNFQ�XTZWHJX��

P7: But as for the way the government has handled it. I can’t really think of anything 
YMFY�YMJ^ѣ[J�ITSJ�UWTRUYQ^�TW�JKܪHNJSYQ �̂�FSI�.�OZXY�NLSTWJ�YMJR��WJFQQ �̂�.�OZXY�QTTP�FY�YMJ�
details on the websites. I don’t want to see them or hear them. (Segment 5, Group 1) 

P3: But as time went on, I just got more and more frustrated with them and the 
confusion that they were sowing, I just tend to look it up online and afterwards just 
make sure that where I’m looking is, you know a reputable source and giving me the 
HTWWJHY�KFHYX�FSI�.ѣ[J�PNSI�TK�XYTUUJI�\FYHMNSL�YMJ�LT[JWSRJSY�GWNJܪSLX�GJHFZXJ�YMJ^�
just make me so cross. (Segment 5, Group 1)  

<J�HTSXNIJW�MT\�TZW�UFWYNHNUFSYX�J[FQZFYJI�YMJ�HTRRZSNHFYNTS�TK�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS�NS�RTWJ� 
depth in Section 4. 

3.2.2 COVID monitorial

Not everyone consistently seeks out new information about the pandemic. The media historian, Michael 
8HMZIXTS��������XZLLJXYX�HNYN_JSX�RF^�JSLFLJ�\NYM�NSKTWRFYNTS�NS�F�ѢRTSNYTWNFQѣ�\F^��:SQNPJ�ѢNSKTWRJI�
HNYN_JSXѣ��YMJ�ѢRTSNYTWNFQѣ�IT�STY�XJJP�YT�ѢPST\�FQQ�YMJ�NXXZJX�FQQ�TK�YMJ�YNRJѣ��GZY�YT�GJ�ѢNSKTWRJI�JSTZLM�
and alert enough to identify danger to their personal good and danger to the public good’ (Schudson 
2000, 16). Being monitorial involves ‘environmental surveillance more than information-gathering’ 
(Schudson 1999). It is akin, Schudson (1999) suggests, to ‘parents watching small children at the 
community pool. They are not gathering information; they are keeping an eye on the scene’.  
We draw on this idea to describe a second way of engaging with information about the pandemic. 

The COVID monitorial do not consume information as consistently and actively as the COVID informed, 
but they aim to be connected enough — through some news consumption and personal networks of 
family, friends, and co-workers — not to miss key developments. For example, one participant described 
how information about the pandemic is not something they seek out, but it is there in the ‘background’. 
.RUTWYFSYQ �̂�YMJ^�FWJ�HTSܪIJSY�YMFY�YMJ^�\TZQI�GJ�F\FWJ�TK�GNL�IJ[JQTURJSYX�YMFY�RNLMY�FKKJHY�YMJR�
should they happen: 

P2: I don’t make a point of putting on the news on the telly every day to listen to, but 
while I’m working, the radio is still on, so it’s more kind of it’s there. The information’s in 
the background. One of my daughter’s is actually, she’s pretty good, she always wants 
to know what the update is. If we’re in the car with the radio on and then you know 
she hears ‘latest news’, she’ll always tell us shush and turn it up. So it’s kind of there, 
but more kind of in the background. And I’m sure if there was a big announcement 
I would A) make a point of wanting to listen, listen to it or hear it. And B) sort of, you 
know, actually want to take notice and see how it’s gonna affect myself and my family. 
(Segment 1, Group 1)
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Once the COVID monitorial are aware of relevant information, they can decide to engage more.  
9MJ�INKܪHZQY^�NX�YT�JSXZWJ�YMJ^�IT�STY�RNXX�PJ^�IJ[JQTURJSYX��&X�NSKTWRFYNTS�GJHTRJX�RTWJ�HTRUQJ]�
and fast-changing, information surveillance becomes more demanding. Despite government appeals  
to ‘stay alert’, things of importance may be overlooked.

In line with the segmentation, a moderate level of interest in information is most typical of Segment 1. 
Yet there was evidence of monitorial engagement in other groups too, where participants tended to be 
neither highly engaged nor disengaged. Several participants told us that they were more highly engaged 
with information at the start of the pandemic. Sensing a ‘danger to their personal good and danger 
to the public good’ (Schudson 2000: 16), they wanted to know more. But interest waned and only 
returned to this level, if at all, in waves related to key developments. Some participants mentioned news 
fatigue as a reason for engaging less. Participants described how staying up to date with changing 
rules and guidance was tiring, involving consistent news consumption and additional information 
seeking. Other factors may also be relevant. Compared to the most engaged (Segments 3, 5 and 6), 
other groups (Segments 1, 2 and 4) tend to be less communitarian and more individualist in how their 
[NJ\�YMJ�UFSIJRNH��NS�TYMJW�\TWIX��YMJ^�IT�STY�[NJ\�YMJ�UFSIJRNH�FX�XZHM�F�XNLSNܪHFSY�YMWJFY�FSI�TW�
KF[TZW�RTWJ�XHTUJ�KTW�NSIN[NIZFQ�OZILRJSY��8TRJ�FQXT�MF[J�F�QFHP�TK�HTSܪIJSHJ�NS�YMTXJ�WJXUTSXNGQJ�
for communicating information. We mentioned how participants from Segment 5 tend to be critical 
TK�LT[JWSRJSY��&X�\J�\NQQ�INXHZXX�NS�YMJ�SJ]Y�XJHYNTS��XTRJ�UFWYNHNUFSYX�QFHP�HTSܪIJSHJ�NS�XHNJSYNܪH�
experts and evidence, a view most typical of Segment 2. 

3.2.3 COVID disengaged

:SQNPJ�GTYM�YMJ�(4;.)�NSKTWRJI�FSI�YMJ�(4;.)�RTSNYTWNFQ��YMJ�(4;.)�INXJSLFLJI�FHYN[JQ^�F[TNI�TKܪHNFQ�
information. Some participants, for example, told us they do not follow information or talk to others 
about it. They felt they were not learning anything new and they were tired of the pandemic: 

P1: Now I’m probably after about three months of it, I couldn’t care less. Because 
there’s nothing telling me anything new. And as I stated, it’s just one day this, one day 
that. And I’m just, I think like quite a lot of people, sick of talking about it, sick of living 
with it, and sick of dealing with it. (Segment 2, Group 2)

P3: Yes I think a lot of people don’t, just don’t really want to talk about it anymore. 
They’re fed up with seeing it and hearing about it. And even if you try and sort of talk to 
family about it, they don’t want to know, or anything. (Segment 2, Group 2) 

9MJ�(4;.)�INXJSLFLJI�FWJ�QJFXY�QNPJQ^�YT�KTQQT\�RJXXFLJX�FGTZY�TKܪHNFQ�WZQJX�FSI�LZNIFSHJ�� 
As noted by Stephen Reicher (2021), ‘not everybody listens to the news or what politicians say’,  
but ‘what they see is what the regulations are doing’. Therefore, he reminds us, ‘laws and regulations 
HFSѣY�GJ�XJUFWFYJI�KWTR�YMJ�RJXXFLNSL��YMJ^�FWJ�YMJ�RJXXFLNSLѣ��)ZWNSL�YMJܪ�WXY�QTHPIT\S��FX�STYJI�
above, a simple message to ‘stay at home’ was echoed through the closure of key parts of the  
physical environment outside the home. In the more complex and changeable information  
environment that followed, rules and guidance were easier to overlook. 

While levels of engagement varied across our participants, only a small number of our participants  
told us they were disengaged. Yet the proportion of the population that falls into this category is 
XN_JFGQJ��.S�TZW�XZW[J^�WJXJFWHM��KTW�J]FRUQJ��T[JW�TSJܪ�KYM���
��TK�WJXUTSIJSYX�YTQI�ZX�YMJ^�\JWJ� 
STY�NSYJWJXYJI�NS�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS�(TQJRFS�JY�FQ��������
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As expected from the segmentation analysis, disengagement was most evident among Segments 
2 and 4, both of which are characterised by lower interest in pandemic information. The factors 
associated with engagement mentioned above may all be relevant here: a more individualist outlook, 
QNRNYJI�J]UJWNJSHJ�TK�(4;.)��F�UJWHJUYNTS�TK�QT\�WNXP��SJ\X�KFYNLZJ��FSI�TW�F�QFHP�TK�HTSܪIJSHJ�NS� 
those communicating information. 

Disengagement was also explained by the media’s predominant focus on the ‘negative’ or ‘depressing’ 
aspects of the pandemic, such as human tragedy. Some participants felt that the media’s negative 
focus was overwhelming and could be detrimental to mental health. This was particularly the case  
for participants whose lives had been adversely affected (e.g., they had lost their job):

P1: I didn’t want to talk to it, about with anyone. That’s just my own personal- I mean 
I got hit quite hard because I’m a self-employed chef. So I got hit quite hard. […] But I 
don’t really want to talk about things that make me slightly depressed. So my choice 
was just not to talk about it. And you know, and the old chestnut of hoping it will go 
away situation. But that’s just me personally. I didn’t like to hear about it. Or I didn’t like 
to speak about it. I know the information was there. But as I’ve stated, as I felt it was a 
bit sort of mixed messages, nothing really being done. There was nothing positive.  
The lady said earlier, it was quite negative and I completely agree. And that’s exactly  
the situation what I didn’t want to be in a negative, you know. (Segment 2, Group 2)

For some participants, avoiding information about the pandemic was a way for them to  
alleviate or at least not aggravate anxiety about their predicament and the future. 
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4. Con"dence in o!cial information

&X�\JQQ�FX�WJHJN[NSL�NSKTWRFYNTS�YMJ^�HFS�ZSIJWXYFSI��YMJ�UZGQNH�SJJIX�YT�MF[J�HTSܪIJSHJ�NS�YMNX�
NSKTWRFYNTS��>JY�QJ[JQX�TK�YWZXY�NS�LT[JWSRJSY�FSI�XHNJSYNܪH�J]UJWYX�[FW^�FHWTXX�YMJ�UTUZQFYNTS��
INKKJWJSHJX�YMFY�FWJ�FLFNS�WJܫJHYJI�NS�YMJ�XJLRJSYFYNTS��4ZW�UFWYNHNUFSYX�WFSLJI�KWTR�YMTXJ�\MT�
tend to be more supportive of government (Segment 3) to those who are critical (Segment 5) or 
RTWJ�QNPJQ^�YT�GJ�XHJUYNHFQ�FGTZY�XHNJSYNܪH�J]UJWYX�FSI�J[NIJSHJ�8JLRJSYX���FSI�����&X�\J�IJXHWNGJ��
UFWYNHNUFSYX�\MT�\JWJ�XZUUTWYN[J�TW�HMFWNYFGQJ�KJQY�YMJ�LT[JWSRJSY�MFI�STY�ITSJ�F�GFI�OTG�NS�INKܪHZQY�
HNWHZRXYFSHJX�FSI�WJYFNSJI�HTSܪIJSHJ�NS�YMJR�Section 4.1). Other participants were critical of the 
government’s political leadership and communication (Section 4.2)�TW�TK�YMJ�XHNJSYNܪH�J]UJWYX�FSI�
evidence used (Section 4.3).

4.1. Supportive and charitable evaluations

A common view among those who were supportive or at least charitable in their evaluations of 
government was that the pandemic was an unprecedented crisis. Given exceptional circumstances, 
YMJ�LT[JWSRJSY�MFI�STY�ITSJ�F�GFI�OTG��(MFSLJX�NS�RJXXFLJX�WJܫJHYJI�LJSZNSJ�FYYJRUYX�G^�YMJ�
government to get to grips with an unfolding pandemic. The following exchange illustrates this view: 

P1: I think that the whole thing is an unknown and the government have been sort of 
running with, basically, a ball that’s bouncing all over the place and they’ve basically 
had to check it. There is no right and wrong answers and the criticism they have come 
under has been very unjust. 

P2: I’m totally in agreement with that. That’s how I’ve been feeling all the way along,  
just think they’ve been trying their best with the unknown. We don’t know what’s going 
on – but they didn’t either and they have been trying their best. (Segment 6, Group 2)

Those who were supportive felt the government faced unviable trade-offs between competing 
priorities, such as saving lives, keeping the economy going, and protecting people’s mental health: 

P5: I’d hate to do his [Boris Johnson’s] job. He’s trying to balance the collapse  
of the economy against saving lives. [Agreement]

P2: Yeah, I mean he’s never going to please everybody and who would want  
his job (Segment 3, Group 1) 

There was sympathy with the predicament government faced across groups, even though, not surprisingly, 
it was least evident among the most critical (Segment 5). In line with the segmentation, members of 
8JLRJSY���YJSIJI�YT�[NJ\�LT[JWSRJSY�HTRRZSNHFYNTS�RTWJ�X^RUFYMJYNHFQQ^�FSI�INXUQF^�RTWJ�HTSܪIJSHJ��

+TW�XTRJ�XZUUTWYJWX�TK�LT[JWSRJSY��FSTYMJW�KFHYTW�HTSYWNGZYNSL�YT�INKܪHZQYNJX�\NYM�HTRRZSNHFYNTS�
was a hostile media environment. Some participants felt that the way the media covered the pandemic 
RFIJ�NSKTWRFYNTS�INKܪHZQY�KTW�UJTUQJ�YT�ZSIJWXYFSI�FSI�FHHJUY��
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For example, participants described how the media ‘put their own political spin on it’,  
\JWJ�ѢGNFXJIѣ��TW�ѢXJHTSI�LZJXXJIѣ�TKܪHNFQ�HTRRZSNHFYNTS�FSI�ѢRZIINJI�YMJ�\FYJWXѣ��

P5: Our press can’t be relied on to report news, they are always going to put their own 
political spin on it. They seem to be getting worse, not better. In a sort of crisis like 
this, it should have brought them to their senses, but it seems to have done the exact 
opposite. (Segment 3, Group 1)

P3: You get different things on the news; you get bias in the media; you don’t always 
get straight information anymore, so it is quite hard to… from a communication point of 
view, to understand. (Segment 6, Group 1)

P2:�.�YMNSP�YMJ�TSQ^�YMNSL�NX�YMFY�YMJWJ�MFX�GJJS�F�QTY�TK�NSKTWRFYNTSܫ�TFYNSL�FWTZSI�NS�
the press about trying to second guess what the government’s going to do and what it’s 
not going to do. Ministers and the opposition parties are all putting their two pennies 
worth in and it’s kind of muddied the waters somewhat. (Segment 3, Group 1)

Some noted that the media’s extensive coverage of Dominic Cummings’ rules-breaking was politically 
motivated and detrimental to the public’s understanding of the necessity of following the rules and the 
seriousness of the risks involved. The media needs to show, as another participant concluded, ‘greater 
responsibility’ (Segment 3, Group 2)

4.2. Critical evaluations of government 

Other participants were more critical of the government’s leadership and communication. While they 
WJHTLSN_JI�YMJ�ZSUWJHJIJSYJI�SFYZWJ�TK�YMJ�HWNXNX��YMJ^�KJQY�YMJ�LT[JWSRJSY�HTZQI�MF[J�ITSJ�GJYYJW�FSI�
some drew unfavourable comparisons with other countries to illustrate this. The most critical believed 
YMJ�LT[JWSRJSY�MFI�QTXY�UZGQNH�HTSܪIJSHJ��*HMTNSL�F�UFWYNHNUFSY�VZTYJ�FGT[J��TSJ�UFWYNHNUFSY�WJKJWWJI�
to ‘muddy waters’, but viewed this as a consequence of poor government communication and declining 
public trust: 

P4: The general problem is that the general message is so bad that people have found 
it quite hard to actually know what they’re supposed to do. And once you start losing 
YMFY�YWZXY�YMJS�^TZѣWJ�NSYT�INKܪHZQY�\FYJW��RZII^�\FYJWX�WJFQQ^��8JLRJSY����,WTZU���

In line with the segmentation, critical views were most pronounced in Segment 5. However, there was 
evidence of some critical evaluation across groups. 

Those who were critical felt the government lacked a clear policy to address the pandemic.  
They thought messages were inconsistent and gave different impressions of what the government  
\FX�YW^NSL�YT�FHMNJ[J��7JܫJHYNSL�TS�YMJ�SJJI�YT�GFQFSHJ�HTRUJYNSL�UWNTWNYNJX��TSJ�UFWYNHNUFSY�YTQI�ZX��

P2:�.YѣX�GJJS�F�GNY�TK�MFUMF_FWI�PNSI�TK�JKKTWY�@G^�YMJ�:0�LT[JWSRJSYB�FY�YW^NSL�YTܪ�SI�YMFY�
balance. And so you are having like, you’re getting one impression initially and saying 
go out, eat out to help out. And then you immediately, oh it’s spiking again. And you’re 
seeing early September, mid-September and later September it’s gone up and up and up.  
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And suddenly it’s like oh actually, let’s go back into considerable lockdown. And let’s, 
let’s revisit the tier system and then touch upon that. And just as people are trying, just 
because the key thing is that people are going to get used to something and then it just 
changes. And then we’re like, oh we’re in limbo now. And I think the fact that it got to the 
point at which we were nearing Christmas, and we’re like okay, you’ve got the plan so you 
can now go out, and see your - you can go and see your family, get together. And then 
just days beforehand you’ve then taken that away again. It didn’t feel like a consistent 
RJXXFLJ�TK�XF^NSL��\MFY�FWJ�^TZ�YW^NSL�YT�GFQFSHJ�MJWJ$�&WJ�^TZ�YW^NSL�YT�GFQFSHJ�
\JQQGJNSL�FQTSLXNIJ�YMJ�JHTSTR �̂�FQTSLXNIJ�MJFQYM$�4W�\MFY�FWJ�^TZ�YW^NSL�YT�GFQFSHJ�
MJWJ$�&SI�NYѣX�SJ[JW�GJJS�HQJFW��8JLRJSY����,WTZU����

Concerns around the fairness of rules and guidance was another theme. In Section 3, using the  
YNJW�X^XYJR�FX�FS�J]FRUQJ��\J�IJXHWNGJI�MT\�YWJFYNSL�LWTZUX�INKKJWJSYQ^�\NYMTZY�HQJFW�OZXYNܪHFYNTS� 
can lead to perceptions of unfairness. A participant who is a teacher offered another example.  
They thought teachers were not being protected like other groups and so felt enraged and  
‘really hurt’ by government communication: 

P4: I get annoyed when they’re protecting everybody except me and I hear everybody 
else going on furlough, being protected, working from home - Government’s arm round 
J[JW^GTI^�JQXJ��FSI�.ѣR�YMNSPNSL�.�FR�XT�FSLW �̂�>TZ�FWJ�STY�UWTYJHYNSL�ZX�J[JS�\NYM�55*��
like the nurses […] So, for me the communication was horrendous, when I heard these… 
when they are being so kind to everybody else and horrid to me. That’s the way I felt it, 
so I am afraid that the communication really hurt. (Segment 6, Group 1)

Unfairness was raised in a different guise when participants commented on the apparent hypocrisy  
TK�UTQNYNHNFSX�FSI�UTQNYNHFQ�FI[NXTWX��*UNXTIJX�NS[TQ[NSL�)TRNSNH�(ZRRNSLX�FSI�'TWNX�/TMSXTS� 
were mentioned, as was keeping the bars open in the Houses of Parliament. One participant said: 

P5: [there should not be] what appears to be one rule for everybody else and then one 
WZQJ�KTW�YMJR�FSI�FQQ�YMJNW�KWNJSIX��8T��YMJNW�GFWX�\JWJ�XYNQQ�TUJS�FSIܪ�SJ�\MJS�J[JW^GTI^�
JQXJ�HTZQISѣY�LT�YT�YMJ�UZG��&Y�YMFY�UTNSY�^TZ�YMNSP��\JQQ�NX�NY�XFKJW�KTW�^TZ�YMFS�KTW�ZX$�4W�
is this just a thing where you kind of feel that you should be telling us to do this to be 
seen to be doing something, but you don’t really believe it’s going to make that much 
INKKJWJSHJ$�8T�NY�OZXY�KJJQX�QNPJ�YMJWJ�NX�F�QNYYQJ�GNY�YTT�RZHM�PNSI�TK�M^UTHWNX^�YMJWJ��
(Segment 5, Group 1)

Not surprisingly, concerns about double standards were expressed more strongly by the most critical, 
but they were not limited to them. All segments, for example, mentioned the controversy over Dominic 
Cummings. One participant from Segment 3 said: ‘I’m pro Tory - I don’t have a problem with admitting 
that. The only time I thought it was a little bit disingenuous was with the incident with Dominic 
Cummings. I think he should have gone straightaway’ (Segment 3, Group 2). 

Some critics of government communication felt it needed to be more direct and authoritative.  
This was evident when people commented on the communicative style of Boris Johnson as  
Prime Minister. Several participants, including those who said they supported him, thought he  
\FX�STY�IJܪSNYN[J�JSTZLM��
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One participant referred to his ‘softly, softly approach’: 

P1:�>JFM��.�ITSѣY�YMNSP�YMJ^�J[JW�LF[J�ZX�FS^YMNSL�IJܪSNYN[J�YMTZLM��YMFY�\J�HTZQI�\FQP�
F\F^�KWTR��*[JW^�YNRJ�\J�MFI�YMTXJ�IFNQ^�RJJYNSLX�NY�\FX�OZXY�XT�XTKYQ �̂�XTKYQ^�NS�YJWRX�
of their approach. Like obviously we’re speaking, and hopefully he’s [Boris Johnson’s] 
speaking to adults and people who are, you know, going to take that onboard. But 
sometimes I really feel like it was a real, softly, softly approach. Like it was like, go to 
\TWP�NK�^TZ�HFS�LT�YT�\TWP��GZY�NK�^TZ�HFSѣY��^TZ�PST\�NY�\FX�OZXY�WJFQQ^�HTSܫNHYNSL�QNPJ�
YMNX�XTKYQ �̂�XTKYQ^�FUUWTFHM��.�OZXY�ITSѣY�PST\�\M^�MJ�\FXSѣY�RTWJ�IJܪSNYN[J�FSI�XFNI�
you’re not to go outside, you’re not to mix with other people. (Segment 1, Group 1)

The most critical felt Johnson was indirect to avoid being accountable for decisions or because  
of a fear of becoming unpopular. Where more sympathetic participants felt the Prime Minister  
was attempting to balance different priorities and interests in society, others saw weak leadership: 

P4: Personally, I see that what the government is doing, what Boris [Johnson] is doing, 
MT\�.�UJWHJN[J�\MFY�'TWNX�NX�ITNSL�NX�MJѣX�FGXTQZYJQ^�YJWWNܪJI�TK�GJNSL�ZSUTUZQFW��XT�
he’s trying to please all the people all the time. […] You can’t win all the arguments all 
the time and I see it as poor leadership. That is, I know just my opinion. I see it as poor 
QJFIJWXMNU��NSXYJFI�TK�GJNSLܪ�WR��8JLRJSY����,WTZU���

8TRJ�UFWYNHNUFSYX�KWTR�GTYM�*SLQFSI�FSI�8HTYQFSI�HTRUFWJI�/TMSXTS�ZSKF[TZWFGQ^�YT� 
Nicola Sturgeon, viewing her as more authoritative. As one participant recalled: ‘I remember  
one press conference she gave where she basically said: “look, I’m not asking you, I’m telling  
you”. And I think that’s what was needed at that point’ (Segment 4, Group 1).

�SFQ�YMJRJ�WJQFYJI�YT�YMJ�PST\QJILJ�FSI�ZSIJWXYFSINSL�TK�UTQNYNHFQ�QJFIJWX�YMJRXJQ[JX��8TRJܪ�&
UFWYNHNUFSYX�KJQY�'TWNX�/TMSXTS�FSI�TYMJW�XJSNTW�UTQNYNHNFSX�INI�STY�MF[J�XZKܪHNJSY�ZSIJWXYFSINSL� 
of the information they were relaying or the rules and guidance they were asking others to follow: 

P3: I think when Boris [Johnson] talks you get the feeling that he doesn’t really know 
what he’s talking about. That he’s briefed, but he doesn’t really get it. […] if Boris gets 
a question, you know he’ll get facts wrong, he’ll say the wrong thing. He doesn’t know. 
He’ll say things like oh well, I don’t want to go into detail now and it’s just you know, 
it just feels like he doesn’t really get the rules, or he doesn’t really understand what’s 
going on. (Segment 5, Group 1)

P2: I think that they haven’t had a full grasp of what’s been needed. So in terms of 
when they’ve been giving interviews or doing the meetings, they haven’t necessarily 
understood what they’re saying themselves about what’s going to happen. And that 
then led to a lot of confusion from the general public with them then needing to ask 
questions and have more answers to get like a clearer understanding of what’s being 
asked them. (Segment 5, Group 2)
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<MJS�UTQNYNHNFSX�MF[J�INKܪHZQY^�J]UQFNSNSL�NSKTWRFYNTS��NY�NX�STY�TSQ^�F�RNXXJI�TUUTWYZSNY^�YT� 
promote public understanding, but also reinforces the perception that the rules and guidance  
may be too complex for the public to comprehend and follow. 

�����8HJUYNHNXR�YT\FWIX�XHNJSYNܪH�J[NIJSHJ

7JLFWIQJXX�TK�YMJNW�HTSܪIJSHJ�NS�LT[JWSRJSY��RTXY�UFWYNHNUFSYX�XZUUTWYJI�XHNJSYNܪH�FSI�RJINHFQ�
J]UJWYX��XZHM�FX�YMJ�,T[JWSRJSY�(MNJK�8HNJSYNܪH�&I[NXJW��5FYWNHP�;FQQFSHJ��YMJ�(MNJK�2JINHFQ�4KܪHJW�KTW�
*SLQFSI��(MWNX�<MNYY �̂�FSI�YMJ�)JUZY^�(MNJK�2JINHFQ�4KܪHJWX�KTW�*SLQFSI��/JSS^�-FWWNJX�FSI�/TSFYMFS�
Van-Tam. Many wanted to hear from experts more, believing them to be more knowledgeable about the 
UFSIJRNH�YMFS�UTQNYNHFQ�QJFIJWX��>JY�XTRJ�UFWYNHNUFSYX�\JWJ�QJXX�HTS[NSHJI�G^�YMJ�XHNJSYNܪH�J[NIJSHJ�
GJNSL�ZXJI��WJܫJHYNSL�FSTYMJW�PJ^�INKKJWJSHJ�FRTSL�XJLRJSYX��9MJXJ�[NJ\X�\JWJ�RTXY�J[NIJSY�FRTSL�
Segments 2 and 4. Some participants from these groups wanted more questions to be addressed by 
YMJ�XHNJSYNܪH�J]UJWYX�YT�FQQJ[NFYJ�ITZGYX��

P4: But what I found frustrating was when people were asking questions that they didn’t answer 
them. The questions were very relevant. It was on national radio, people were wanting answers and 
OZXY�XJJR�YT�PJJU�WJUJFYNSL��\JѣWJ�KTQQT\NSL�YMJ�XHNJSHJ��<MNHM�XHNJSHJ$�9MJWJ�FWJ�RFS^�XHNJSYNXYX�
who are saying, well there is no pandemic. And there was all this thing away from answering the 
questions and I found that very frustrating and they lost credibility in some respects. I felt they 
were hiding something, the fact that they wouldn’t answer. (Segment 4, Group 2)

P1: People are dying with COVID or of COVID. Are people just dying anyway and 
happened to be tested and found they did have COVID-19 and let’s put that down as 
HFZXJ�TK�IJFYM$�8JLRJSY����,WTZU���

&UUJFWNSL�T[JWQ^�HJWYFNS�FGTZY�XHNJSYNܪH�J[NIJSHJ�YMFY�NX�XYNQQ�IJ[JQTUNSL�HFS�RFPJ�QFYJW�XMNKYX�NS�
WZQJX�FSI�LZNIFSHJ�RTWJ�INKܪHZQY�YT�J]UQFNS�FSI�ZSIJWXYFSI�-^QFSI�<TTI�JY�FQ������� �2TTWJ�FSI�
2FH0JS_NJ���������3TY�FIIWJXXNSL�ITZGYX�FIJVZFYJQ^�RF^�FQXT�KJJI�NSYT�HTSXUNWFYTWNFQ�YMNSPNSL�� 
As one participant explained, failing to answer questions gives ‘an entry point for all these people  
who believe every conspiracy going’: 

P2: And like the other lady was saying about them not answering questions because 
it just gives an entry point for all these people who believe every conspiracy going, you 
know, oh it’s all a hoax and they’re lying. I don’t necessarily think they’re lying but would 
it kill them to say, we don’t know. Because at some point they didn’t know. They’re 
trying to announce stuff while scientists are still researching it. This is the point of 
science isn’t it, it doesn’t end. They’re always researching and at some point they had 
no idea but no one would ever actually admit that they had no idea. If they’d said, oh we 
don’t really know but try wearing a mask it might help, rather than looking as if they’re 
being shifty and got something to hide. (Segment 4, Group 2)

Indeed, more than other groups, participants in Segments 2 and 4 mentioned being exposed  
frequently to conspiracy-oriented discourses about the pandemic’s existence and origins  
— at work, on social media, or elsewhere.
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5. Acting on o!cial information

The government not only needs to ensure the public receives messages they understand and trust, but 
also encourage them to follow rules and guidance for the public good, even when some individuals may 
perceive the threat posed by the pandemic to be low and the cost of compliance to be high (Prainsack 
and Buyx, 2011 Prainsack 2020). Previous research points to the importance of ‘public togetherness’ in 
motivating individuals to act collectively (Jetten et al 2020). As we describe below, feelings of solidarity 
were evident at the start of the pandemic, as the public responded to a common threat. However, public 
togetherness waned by the time of our focus groups and perceptions of non-compliance increased 
(Section 5.1���7JܫJHYNSL�Fܪ�SFQ�PJ^�KFZQY�QNSJ�FRTSL�XJLRJSYX��UFWYNHNUFSYX�\JWJ�IN[NIJI�NS�MT\�YMJ^�
viewed rule-breaking. Some appeared more willing to countenance non-compliance, especially given 
the different circumstances individuals face and the perceived unfairness of some rules (Section 5.2).  
Other participants were frustrated by their belief that others are not doing the right thing and felt it 
undermined public togetherness (Section 5.3). The tension between these different views go to the 
heart of responding to the pandemic effectively. Public togetherness is necessary for public compliance. 
However, for public togetherness to be sustained over time, the different situations of groups need to 
be acknowledged and perceived unfairness must be addressed (Fuks et al 2021, West-Oram 2021). 

5.1. Declining public togetherness

Common threats, such as pandemics, are known to generate feelings of public solidarity and willingness 
YT�FHY�HTQQJHYN[JQ �̂�&X�/TMS�)T[NINT��*QNK�.PN_JW��/TSFX�0ZSXY�FSI�&MFWTS�1J[^������������STYJ��Ѣ9MWJFY�
makes social identity salient and so increases solidarity, cooperation and norm compliance within the 
group’. Several participants described how, despite being asked to maintain distance from one another 
physically, a sense of public togetherness emerged at the beginning of the pandemic. Participants  
were drawn together by a shared concern, offered support to one another, and valued what they  
held in common: 

P5: The topic of conversation was frequently lock down, but I got to speak to a lot more 
people and get to know them more than I ever had done before. (Segment 3, Group 1) 

P2: Cause I’ve spoken to a lot of people in the last six months, a lot of people saying 
that they’re going to take more time thinking about their nearest and not what or whose 
^FHMY�*I�8MJJWFSѣX�TS�YMNX�\JJPJSI��(FZXJ�NY�ITJXSѣY�RFYYJW��.K�YMFY�8RNYM�HMFWFHYJW�
has a meltdown in his mansion it doesn’t matter. But it does matter if the little old lady 
along the street is struggling to get the shop. And also about donating to charity. Food 
banks and handing in clothes to the local charity shop. (Segment 3, Group 1)

P1: Oh absolutely, yes. I think we now we appreciate the people around us a little bit more 
than we did before. We were sort of a bit of a throwaway society and you throw away 
everything, including your friends and neighbours and acquaintances. And I think now 
people are just a little bit more aware of, especially people on their own and old people. 
And it’s been quite nice, I live in quite a small village and it’s there is a real, real, quite nice 
sense of community. Where there always has been, it’s quite a small place, but people are 
actually going out of their way to make an effort rather than just, you know, help if help is 
needed. They’re going out of their way to see whether or not they can help. I had people 
around asking if I wanted my shopping done and that sort of thing. (Segment 3, Group 2)
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Some participants felt this sense of public solidarity persisted up to the time of our focus groups, 
although this view may have been more typical of people living in certain contexts than others  
(e.g., rural as opposed to urban environments). In fact, more participants felt solidarity declined 
T[JW�YNRJ�FSI�F�RTWJ�NSIN[NIZFQNXY�TZYQTTP�IJ[JQTUJI�XJJ�+ZPX�JY�FQ������KTW�XNRNQFWܪ�SINSLX�NS�YMJ�
Netherlands). For example, one participant said everybody was now ‘out for their own’, while another 
felt the ‘common goal’ of the pandemic had not been ‘strong enough to bring people together’ in a 
sustained way:

P2: Initially the community spirit and everything, helping each other out and stuff was 
really inspiring. I sometimes feel like we’ve lost that again now and everybody is kind 
of out for their own and what they can do in their situation and how they can make the 
best of it for them. Whereas I was kind of thinking that the community feel would last 
longer than it has done in Plymouth. (Segment 3, Group 1)

P3:�*[JS�8NW�9TR�2TTWJ�NS�YMJ�GJLNSSNSL��.�YMNSP�XTRJYMNSL�QNPJ�YMFY��\MFY�MJ�\FX�ITNSL�
was kind of bringing everyone together because everyone was cheering him on and 
wanting him to do it. I think it’s a bit sad, because the common goal that we should 
all have is coming to the end of this and doing what we need to do to get through it. It 
doesn’t seem to be strong enough to bring people together. (Segment 3, Group 1)

In parallel with declining solidarity and rising individualism, there was a perception that some people 
were less inclined to follow the rules than previously and more likely to engage in riskier behaviour.  
For example, one participant said they felt people had become ‘reckless’: 

P6:�.�KJJQ�QNPJ�IZWNSL�YMJܪ�WXY�QTHPIT\S�NS�2FWHM��.�WJRJRGJW�NY�\FX�VZNYJ�XHFW^�GJHFZXJ�
it was like a ghost town. But everyone was literally at home abiding by the rules. And 
I feel like at that point the death rate and the number of people affected did go down 
massively. However, after that I think a lot of people became really reckless. And 
that’s when you know, the rules are being bended, and people were just kind of doing 
whatever they wanted to do. (Segment 2, Group 2)

This perception appeared to be shared by many participants across groups. Yet participants were  
RTWJ�IN[NIJI�\MJS�NY�HFRJ�YT�YMJNW�[NJ\X�TK�YMTXJ�STY�KTQQT\NSL�YMJ�WZQJX��WJܫJHYNSL�F�PJ^�INKKJWJSHJ�
among segments. 

5.2. Countenancing rule-breaking

Some participants were more likely to countenance some rule-breaking (Segments 1, 2 and 4), and more 
likely to engage in behaviour associated with higher risks themselves (Segment 1). These segments tend 
towards more individualist than communitarian outlooks on the pandemic, not viewing the pandemic 
FX�XZHM�F�XNLSNܪHFSY�YMWJFY�FX�TYMJW�XJLRJSYX�FSI�KF[TZWNSL�RTWJ�QFYNYZIJ�KTW�NSIN[NIZFQ�OZILJRJSY��

Some participants related non-adherence directly to the emergence of the more complex and 
changeable information environment discussed in Section 3��9MJ^�XF\�YMJ�INKܪHZQY^�TK�KTQQT\NSL� 
TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS�FX�UWT[NINSL�F�WJFXTS�YT�UQF^�QJXX�FYYJSYNTS�YT�WZQJX�FSI�LZNIJQNSJX�FSI�KTW�
individuals to make up their own mind about how to act. 
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This theme was evident in Segment 1:

P1: I think they just changed so often that, yeah, you could never really keep up to date 
with it as well. And so you probably just do your own thing irrelevant of what the update 
was. (Segment 1, Group 1) 

P4: And that’s when I kind of feel, oh I’m just kind of like I’m having to make my own 
assumptions with what is right and wrong with the communication because it seems  
to be very changeable and kind of like very contradictory. (Segment 1, Group 2)

P5: But then, when it comes to exceptions, that’s when the confusion comes in.  
So the people that do understand but don’t see the other people understand they  
plead ignorance and use or abuse that exception, because they know it’s easier  
to get away with. (Segment 1, Group 2)

9MJ�KFHY�YMFY�TKܪHNFQ�HTRRZSNHFYNTS�\FX�UJWHJN[JI�YT�GJ�ѢXTKYJWѣ�NS�YMJ�ѢXYF^�FQJWYѣ�UJWNTI� 
FKYJW�YMJܪ�WXY�QTHPIT\S�\FX�XNLSNܪHFSY��

P2: But you know people take advice as, well they’re advising, you know I can’t go to 
work, but I’m going to go to work, and people will make their own choices. You know 
whether it means they’re breaking the rules, perhaps. But yeah you are right, and that 
RFIJ�NY�WJFQQ^�ZSHQJFW�GJHFZXJ�NY�\FXSѣY��NY�\FXSѣY�[JW^�IJܪSNYJ��.�YMNSP�QFYJW�TS�MNX�
INWJHYNTSX�GJHFRJ�RTWJ�IJܪSNYJ �^TZ�RZXY�STY�IT�YMNX��^TZ�HFSSTY�IT�YMFY��'ZY�^JFM�� 
in the beginning it was just, you know, this is government advice, but it wasn’t really.  
It was a soft way of telling us what we can’t do. (Segment 1, Group 1)

From this perspective, government messaging seemed to invite a more individualist approach, 
encouraging individuals to make their own judgements and interpretations of rules and guidance. 

Some participants from Segment 4 expressed concerns with the mental health impacts of  
compliance. They expressed sympathy towards people who took some risks and stretched 
rules to combat isolation. Some seemed to admit, if only tacitly, to doing this themselves: 

P2: I think it’s hard to obey rules sometimes. You have to go like make your own 
IJHNXNTS�FX�\JQQ��.K�^TZ�XJJ�KWNJSIX�^TZ�MF[J�YT�XF^�40ܪ�SJ��(FS�\J�PJJU�^TZW�INXYFSHJ�
NS�TWIJW�TW�40$�.YѣX�[JW �̂�[JW^�MFWI��9T�RFPJ�F�HMTNHJ�GFXNHFQQ �̂�^TZ�RFPJ�^TZWXJQK�� 
^TZ�\FSSF�GJ�XFKJY^ܪ�WXY�XT�^TZ�MF[J�YT�IJHNIJ�^TZWXJQK��NK�^TZ�\FSY�YT�GJ�XFKJ�TW� 
STY�LTNSL�YT�GJ�XFKJ��>TZ�PJJU�^TZW�INXYFSHJ�TW�STY�PJJU�^TZW�INXYFSHJ��^TZ�IJܪSNYJQ^�
have to decide for yourself what to do. (Segment 4, Group 1)

One participant from Segment 2 described how perceptions they are not complying with  
rules led to disagreements with family members who took a different view: 

P2: I do with my partner a bit. Yeah, but we do have a disagreement about it. 

M:�<MFY�XTWY�TK�YMNSL�IT�^TZ�INXFLWJJ�FGTZY$�
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P2:�<JQQ��NK�.ѣR�\FQPNSL�UFXY�\MJWJ�.�\TWP��R^�KWNJSI�QN[JX�SJFW�YMJWJ$�.K�.�\FQP�UFXY��.�\FSY�
to chat with her he says I can’t even chat with her and we have an argument about that.  
I said, well, I’m not doing harm, I’m not going in her house and chatting but you know,  
we do have a few disagreements about that. You know I shouldn’t be going to see my 
Mum and Dad, but yeah, you see he’s quite strict on the rules (Segment 2, Group 1)

The perception that rules and guidance were unfair was also related to rule breaking. Previous  
research indicates, as noted by Niklas Steffens (2020: 42), that if people ‘feel that they are  
disrespected or treated unfairly, they are unlikely to fall in line’’. Again, the tiers system offers  
an example. Consider the following exchange, where participants say that ‘not being heard’  
and being treated differently make people more likely to ‘rebel’ and ‘not want to follow the rules’: 

P1: Yeah, and this is where a lot of people are complaining about the North and South 
Divide. I’ve heard a lot of people saying that this week that the government doesn’t care 
about the North. You know and the same amount of funding isn’t going in. They don’t 
care about the economy, people’s well-being as much as they do for the South and the 
capital. [Other’s nodding]

P3: If you feel like you’re not being heard, you’re much more likely to rebel and not want 
to follow the rules. 

P1: I think that’s what’s happening isn’t it. (Segment 4, Group 1)

The perceived hypocrisy of politicians, as discussed in Section 4, was another case of unfairness  
that some participants believed might undermine public compliance. One participant noted how  
it did not set ‘a good example’ to the public: 

P5: And they’ve been played as hypocrites, the majority of them, haven’t they, all the 
way through doing things that they shouldn’t be doing. So it’s not like they’ve been 
setting a good example. (Mixed, Group 4) 

Participants who were more accepting of people bending some rules stressed the need to consider  
the different circumstances individuals face. For example, two participants from Segment 1,  
who felt compliance was important, described that we need to be careful when judging people  
since their situations are different and unequal: 

P1: But I think we need to remember that everyone deals with this differently. And I heard  
a really good analogy of this in that we, yes, we are all in the same storm, but we are 
not in the same boat. Some people are in sturdier vessels than others. And I think that 
is something that we need to take into consideration. Our circumstances are not equal. 
(Segment 1, Group 2)

P2: I just think everybody deals with it in their own way. And their circumstances are  
all different, like [Participant 1] said, and yeah, I wouldn’t judge people on what they do.  
Like, it’s not an easy time. And I think, yeah, we’re just trying our best. We’re all just 
trying to get through it. (Segment 1, Group 2)
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There is an important recognition here that the ability of individuals to follow guidance and rules  
is unequal. Given different life situations, some members of the public are better placed to follow 
rules and guidance than others and this should be borne in mind when judging the actions of others. 
As discussed in Section 3��TSJ�WJFXTS�YMFY�YMTXJ�\MT�FWJ�QJXX�JSLFLJI�YTQI�ZX�YMJ^�F[TNIJI�TKܪHNFQ�
information was because their lives had been negatively affected by the pandemic. 

5.3. Frustrated by rule-breaking

Where some participants were willing to countenance some rule-breaking, others were frustrated by 
it and felt it undermined public togetherness. These views were most common among Segments 3, 
���FSI����\MT�YJSI�YT�MF[J�F�RTWJ�HTRRZSNYFWNFS�TZYQTTP�TS�YMJ�UFSIJRNH��[NJ\NSL�NY�FX�F�XNLSNܪHFSY�
threat and stressing the need for individuals and government to work collectively for the public good. 

The complex, changeable information environment described in Section 3 can have different 
implications for those concerned about their safety and/or who are reluctant to break rules. Rather than 
STS�HTRUQNFSHJ��NY�RF^�QJFI�YT�T[JW�HTRUQNFSHJ��+TW�J]FRUQJ��KFHJI�\NYM�NSKTWRFYNTS�YMFY�NX�INKܪHZQY�YT�
comprehend, some participants were resigned to not understanding the intricacies of changing rules 
FSI�LZNIFSHJ��&X�TSJ�UFWYNHNUFSY�YTQI�ZX��XNSHJ�YMJ�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS�NX�MFWI�YT�KTQQT\��YMJ^�IJHNIJI� 
to limit what they were doing to stay ‘safe’:

P1: In the beginning, me and my friends and family discussed it all the time. What you 
could and couldn’t do but now because their rules have been so illogical and there’s 
been mixed messages then we just don’t go out. That’s it. I’ll go to the supermarket, 
work from home on that’s it and you know you’re safe then. (Segment 5, Group 1)

The concern here is that people may limit their scope of action more than might be required,  
in effect shrinking their worlds unnecessarily. 

Following rules and guidance closely themselves, several of those who valued compliance appeared  
frustrated with what they perceived as increasing non-compliance by others. These participants 
expressed some disproval of others who they thought were breaking the rules or not being 
responsible by, for example, not keeping the two meters distance, refusing to wear a mask,  
and not following other guidance properly: 

P3: I just think that sometimes, society doesn’t take any responsibility for itself and 
people were just too quick to sit back and say, well, this person said I need to do this, 
or this person said that I would need to do that rather than thinking well, actually, this is 
the minimum of what I should do, and I’ll do a little bit extra if I can for the greater good 
kind of thing. (Segment 3, Group 1)

P2: I’ve had a lot of conversations about it. I think the gist of them are being in my case, 
a somewhat degree of irritation because certainly here in central London it’s probably 
�����
�TK�UJTUQJ�YFPNSL�NY�XJWNTZXQ^�FSI�YMJ�WJXY�FWJSѣY��8JLRJSY����,WTZU���

P5: I think when people are being a bit blasé about the rules and stuff and it makes me 
a bit fed up because we’re all trying our best and what’s the point in half of us trying and 
YMJ�TYMJWX�XTWY�TK�IWFLLNSL�ZX�IT\S�FLFNS$�2N]JI��,WTZU����
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Some of these participants placed blame for what they perceived as a drop in compliance on people’s 
individualist outlook and failure ‘to do the right thing’, with some singling out young people in particular: 

P1: The government is relying on people to do the right thing. And unfortunately there’s 
a lot of the population that are never going to do the right thing, and are not going to 
follow any sort of thing, guidance they’re given. That’s my opinion. (Segment 5, Group 2)

P2:�.�QNPJ�YT�XYNHP�YT�YMJ�WZQJX��GZY�.�ITܪ�SI�ў�FSI�.�ITSѣY�\FSY�YT�GJ�OZILJRJSYFQ�FSI�
.�ITSѣY�\FSY�YT�HTRJ�FHWTXX�NY��GZY�.�ITܪ�SI�F�QTY�TK�YMJ�^TZSLJW�UJTUQJ�IT�YMNSP�YT�
themselves I don’t care. It’s not my problem type of thing. (Segment 6, Group 1)

&Y�YMJ�XFRJ�YNRJ��WJܫJHYNSL�YMJ�[NJ\X�TK�YMTXJ�\MT�\JWJ�RTWJ�\NQQNSL�YT�FHHJUY�STS�HTRUQNFSHJ�NS�
some circumstances, there was a recognition that the government’s communicative approach may 
have invited people to interpret rules and guidance in their own way. Rather than leave so much  
XHTUJ�KTW�NSIN[NIZFQ�OZILJRJSY��YMJ^�\FSYJI�HTRRZSNHFYNTS�YT�GJܪ�WRJW�FSI�QJXX�HTRUWTRNXNSL�

P5: I don’t want to get too involved in the political aspects of this, but I think the 
government’s general overall philosophy is very much one of, you know, not interfering, 
not- And I think that’s really not helped to be honest with you. We could do with more of 
a maybe the wartime government’s attitude perhaps. You know, the attitude that well 
yes people need to be a little bit more, you need to be clear, people need: if necessary, 
tell people what to do but in a good way and a nice way. (Segment 5, Group 1)

A key tension is raised here that is at the heart of responding to the pandemic effectively. The sense that 
XTRJ�UJTUQJ�FWJ�ѢYFPNSL�QNGJWYNJXѣ�HFZXJX�KWZXYWFYNTS��,N[JS�YMJ�SJJI�KTW�YMJ�UZGQNH�YT�FHY�HTQQJHYN[JQ �WRJWܪ�̂�
communication and enforcement to ensure adherence may appear warranted from this perspective. But 
exhortations to act collectively will not be effective unless accompanied by policies that promote solidarity 
by being fair to all and sensitive to the different circumstances of groups (Fuks et al. 2021, West-Oram 
2021)’. Public togetherness can only be sustained when groups feel listened to and perceived unfairness 
FIIWJXXJI��5ZY�INKKJWJSYQ �̂�XZXYFNSNSL�UZGQNH�YTLJYMJWSJXX�RJFSX�WJHTLSN_NSL�UZGQNH�INKKJWJSHJ�
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6. Conclusion

<J�XYFWYJI�YMNX�WJUTWY�G^�STYNSL�MT\�YMJ�(4;.)����UFSIJRNH�MFX�UWJXJSYJI�F�XNLSNܪHFSY�
communicative challenge. Governments not only need to reach a diverse public with messages  
YMJ^�HFS�ZSIJWXYFSI��9MJ^�FQXT�SJJI�YT�LFNS�UZGQNH�HTSܪIJSHJ�FSI�HTS[NSHJ�NSIN[NIZFQX�YT�FHY� 
for the public good, even though some may view the threats posed by the pandemic to be low  
and the costs of compliance to be high (Prainsack and Buyx 2011; Prainsack 2020). 

Building on earlier survey research (Coleman et al., 2020), this report has presented qualitative 
research that assesses how well the UK government has fared in relation to this communicative 
challenge. Through a series of focus groups, we have explored the views and experiences of 
participants from six segments, each of which capture important differences in how the public 
MF[J�WJXUTSIJI�YT�TKܪHNFQ�HTRRZSNHFYNTS�FGTZY�YMJ�UFSIJRNH��.S�YMJ�UWTHJXX��\J�MF[J�NIJSYNܪJI�
XTRJ�PJ^�NXXZJX�YMFY�MF[J�MNSIJWJI�UZGQNH�ZSIJWXYFSINSL��HTSܪIJSHJ��FSI�HTRUQNFSHJ��

,N[JS�YMJ�SFYZWJ�TK�YMJ�HTRRZSNHFYN[J�HMFQQJSLJ�KFHNSL�LT[JWSRJSY��YMJ�Y^UJX�TK�NXXZJX�NIJSYNܪJI� 
in this report might be viewed as unavoidable. Certainly, achieving full public understanding, 
HTSܪIJSHJ��FSI�HTRUQNFSHJ�NX�STY�WJFQNXYNH��-T\J[JW��YMNX�ITJX�STY�RJFS�YMFY�YMJXJ�TGOJHYN[JX� 
cannot be approximated more closely. Informed by literature on crisis and risk communication 
(Centre for Disease Control and Prevention 2018; Hooker and Leask 2020; Hyland-Wood et al. 2021; 
/JYYJS�JY�FQ������ �8FSIJWX����� �<FWIRFS����� �<TWQI�-JFQYM�4WLFSN_FYNTS�������FSI�IJRTHWFYNH�
YMJTW^�'FHMYNLJW�JY�FQ������ �2TTWJ�FSI�2FH0JS_NJ����� ����� �5JFWXJ����� �8HMJNSJWRFS�FSI�
2H(T^����� �9MJ�3ZKܪJQI�(TZSHNQ�TS�'NTJYMNHX��������\J�TZYQNSJ�XTRJ�WJHTRRJSIFYNTSX�GJQT\�� 
We stress the need for (1) communication to be clearer and more consistent (Section 6.1) and  
(2) decision-making to be more inclusive and deliberative (Section 6.2). 

6.1. Clear and consistent communication

As described in Section 3��\MNQJ�TZW�UFWYNHNUFSYX�YJSIJI�YT�FLWJJ�YMFY�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS�GJHFRJ�
RTWJ�HTRUQJ]�FSI�HMFSLJFGQJ�FKYJW�YMJܪ�WXY�QTHPIT\S�UJWNTI��YMJ�NRUQNHFYNTSX�TK�YMNX�[FWNJI�KTW�
INKKJWJSY�LWTZUX��9MJ�MNLMQ^�JSLFLJI�\JWJ�GJXY�UQFHJI�YT�PJJU�ZU�\NYM�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS�FSI�
RTXY�QNPJQ^�YT�KJJQ�HTSܪIJSY�NS�YMJNW�ZSIJWXYFSINSL��-T\J[JW��STY�FQQ�RJRGJWX�TK�YMJ�UZGQNH�\JWJ�
consistently engaged, especially after early interest in the pandemic waned. Those who were engaged 
in a ‘monitorial’ mode — keeping an eye out for information that is most relevant to them — were in 
danger of missing key announcements in a more complex and changeable information environment. 
Meanwhile, those who were disengaged were least likely to follow and understand information. 

Some complexity in the information environment may be unavoidable, especially given that 
NSKTWRFYNTS�\NQQ�HMFSLJ�NS�WJXUTSXJ�YT�IJ[JQTURJSYX�NS�YMJ�UFSIJRNH��'ZY�FWJ�YMJWJ�\F^X�YMFY�TKܪHNFQ�
NSKTWRFYNTS�FSI�YMJ�NSKTWRFYNTS�JS[NWTSRJSY�HFS�GJ�RFIJ�RTWJ�HTRUWJMJSXNGQJ$�'TYM�HQFWNY^�FSI�
consistency of information (Section 6.1.1) and clarity and consistency in the way information is 
delivered (Section 6.1.2) are important.
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6.1.1 Clarity and consistency of information

Information needs to be as clear and consistent as possible (Hyland-Wood et al. 2021). Political 
leaders and experts responsible for communicating information must have good knowledge and 
understanding, so they can communicate information accurately. Careful coordination is needed  
to ensure consistency of messages across channels, especially given how — to reach a diverse  
and sometimes disengaged public — core messages will need to be disseminated widely. Of course, 
SJ\X�RJINF�FWJ�NRUTWYFSY�KTW�XMFWNSL�UZGQNH�NSKTWRFYNTS��GZY�QJFPX�FSI�UWJ�GWNJܪSLX�YT�OTZWSFQNXYX�HFS�
add to public confusion if information is inconsistent with subsequent government announcements. 
With the disengaged in mind, attention should be paid to the signals that changes in regulations make 
and how consistent they are with government messaging overall. In Section 3, we noted Reicher’s 
(2021) point about how ‘laws and regulations can’t be separated from the messaging, they are the 
messaging’. He gives the following example: ‘if you open up the pubs, allow people to go to cinemas, 
you see that everyday every time you pass a cinema or bar, you don’t hear the statements which qualify 
that and say “be careful”’ (Reicher 2021). 

Of course, rules and guidance may change in response to developments in the pandemic, so constancy 
in messages over time may not be possible. When rules and guidance change, particular attention 
SJJIX�YT�GJ�UQFHJI�TS�J]UQFNSNSL�\M �̂�XT�HQFWNY^�NX�WJXYTWJI�FSI�HTSܪIJSHJ�WJYFNSJI�-^QFSI�<TTI�
et al. 2021). Being transparent about the reasoning for decisions is important, while acknowledging 
ZSHJWYFNSY^�FWTZSI�IJ[JQTUNSL�XHNJSYNܪH�J[NIJSHJ�HFS�MJQU�YT�J]UQFNS�HMFSLJX�NS�LZNIFSHJ�YMFY� 
RNLMY�THHZW�XZGXJVZJSYQ^�-^QFSI�<TTI�JY�FQ������ �2TTWJ�FSI�2FH0JS_NJ��������)JHNXNTS�RFPJWX�
should be open about mistakes in previous policy and what has been learnt from them (Wardman 
�������2JFS\MNQJ��YMJ�LT[JWSRJSY�XMTZQI�GJ�HQJFW�FGTZY�NYX�UTQNH^�UWNTWNYNJX�FSI�[FQZJX��*[JS�\MJWJ�
XUJHNܪH�WZQJX�FSI�LZNIFSHJ�RNLMY�HMFSLJ�NS�WJXUTSXJ�YT�IJ[JQTURJSYX��YMJ�UWNTWNYNJX�FSI�[FQZJX�TK� 
the government should remain more stable (Hooker and Leask 2020). 

6.1.2 Clarity and consistency of information delivery

Clarity and consistency in how information is conveyed is also important in promoting public 
understanding. To make a complex information environment navigable, the public need to know where 
and when to expect different types of information. As noted above, basic rules and guidance should be 
INXXJRNSFYJI�FX�\NIJQ^�FX�UTXXNGQJ�YMWTZLM�RZQYNUQJ�HMFSSJQX��YW^NSL�YTܪ�SI�YMJ�UZGQNH�\MJWJ�YMJ^�FWJ��
But the public will need to be alerted to key policy announcements that explain the rationale for rules 
and guidance and signposted to pathways to additional information, including information tailored to 
YMJ�SJJIX�TK�XUJHNܪH�LWTZUX��<NYMTZY�HQJFW�FQJWYX�FSI�XNLSUTXYNSL��YMJWJ�NX�F�IFSLJW�YMFY�YMTXJ�\MT� 
are not consistently engaged will miss this information. 

9MJ�LT[JWSRJSY�ZXJI�[FWNTZX�RJYMTIX��NSHQZINSL�5WNRJ�2NSNXYJWNFQ�FIIWJXXJX��GWNJܪSLX��\JGXNYJX��XTHNFQ�
RJINF��FSI�YJQJ[NXNTS�FI[JWYX��YT�HTS[J^�TKܪHNFQ�NSKTWRFYNTS��.Y�NX�NRUTWYFSY�YMFY�YMJ�UZGQNH�MFX�HQJFW�
expectations about these information sources and communication channels, but we found that this was 
not always the case. As one participant explained, ‘I just felt that the channels of communication were 
STY�FQ\F^X�HTSXNXYJSY�FSI�WJQNFGQJѣ�8JLRJSY����,WTZU�����+TW�J]FRUQJ��\MNQJ�XTRJ�GWNJܪSLX�NSHQZIJI�
NRUTWYFSY�UTQNH^�FSSTZSHJRJSYX�WJQFYJI�YT�YMJ�UFSIJRNH��TYMJW�GWNJܪSLX�\JWJ�UJWHJN[JI�G^�XTRJ�
participants as lacking new or relevant information or as involving too much information (e.g., lengthy 
presentations with data-heavy slides). The fact that messages were leaked and reported by the media 
in advance also devalued government announcements when they happened, since the information  
was known already.
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As well as knowing what to expect from different information sources and channels, it would  
GJ�GJSJܪHNFQ�KTW�YMJ�UZGQNH�YT�PST\�\MJS�PJ^�FSSTZSHJRJSYX�RF^�MFUUJS��9MJ�,T[JWSRJSY�
‘roadmap out of lockdown’ introduced in 2021 made it clear when key decision and announcements 
about changing rules and guidance were likely to be made. Similar clarity was lacking during the 
period when our research was conducted. 

6.2. More deliberative communication

(QJFW�FSI�HTSXNXYJSY�HTRRZSNHFYNTS�NX�NRUTWYFSY��GZY�NY�\NQQ�STY�XJHZWJ�UZGQNH�HTSܪIJSHJ�FSI�
compliance alone. As described in Section 4��XTRJ�RJRGJWX�TK�YMJ�UZGQNH�QFHPJI�HTSܪIJSHJ�
NS�LT[JWSRJSY�IJHNXNTS�RFPNSL��\MNQJ�TYMJWX�\JWJ�STY�HTS[NSHJI�G^�YMJ�XHNJSYNܪH�J[NIJSHJ�
used. Meanwhile, as noted in Section 5, some participants were more willing to countenance 
non-compliance than others, tending to hold more individualist views and stressing the need to 
consider the different circumstances of individuals and address unfairness in rules and guidance. 

,N[JS�YMJ�ZSHJWYFNS�SFYZWJ�TK�XHNJSYNܪH�J[NIJSHJ�FSI�YMJ�HTSܫNHYNSL�[FQZJX�FSI�NSYJWJXYX�FY�XYFPJ��FHMNJ[NSL�
KZQQ�HTSܪIJSHJ�NS�MT\�YMJ�LT[JWSRJSY�MFX�MFSIQJI�YMJ�UFSIJRNH�NX�HQJFWQ^�INKܪHZQY��1NPJ\NXJ��UZGQNH�
compliance is challenging where the threats of the virus and the costs of compliance are not shared 
JVZFQQ^�5WFNSXFHP�FSI�'Z^]����� �5WFNSXFHP��������-T\J[JW��\J�FWLZJ�GJQT\�YMFY�UZGQNH�HTSܪIJSHJ�FSI�
compliance could be enhanced by a more inclusive and deliberative approach to decision-making, both 
YMWTZLM�HTSXZQYFYNTS�\NYM�WJUWJXJSYFYN[JX�FSI�XHNJSYNܪH�J]UJWYX�Section 6.2.1) and engaging the public 
directly (Section 6.2.2��'FHMYNLJW�JY�FQ������ �2TTWJ�FSI�2FH0JS_NJ����� �5JFWXJ����� �9MJ�3ZKܪJQI�
(TZSHNQ�TS�'NTJYMNHX��������*SXZWNSL�YMFY�F�\NIJW�WFSLJ�TK�[NJ\X�FSI�J]UJWNJSHJX�FWJ�HTSXZQYJI�\TZQI�
GZNQI�HTSܪIJSHJ�NS�IJHNXNTS�RFPNSL�UWTHJXXJX��1NPJ\NXJ��NY�XMTZQI�MJQU�YT�XZXYFNS�YMJ�ѢUZGQNH�YTLJYMJWSJXXѣ�
required to ensure compliance. No matter how many times political leaders encourage the public to 
YMNSP�HTQQJHYN[JQ^�'TWNX�/TMSXTS�XFNI�ѢYMJWJ�WJFQQ^�NX�XZHM�F�YMNSL�FX�XTHNJY^ѣ�IZWNSL�YMJܪ�WXY�QTHPIT\S��
evoking in order to counter a famous phrase by Margaret Thatcher), such appeals will not be effective 
in the long term unless backed up by policies that support solidarity by being fair and sensitive to the 
different circumstance of groups (Fuks et al. 2021, West-Oam 2021). Public togetherness can only be 
sustained when all groups feel acknowledged and perceived unfairness is addressed.

6.2.1. Consultation with representatives and experts

9T�UWTRTYJ�GTYM�HTSܪIJSHJ�NS�LT[JWSRJSY�FSI�HTRUQNFSHJ�\NYM�WZQJX�FSI�LZNIFSHJ��YMJ�UZGQNH�RZXY�
have faith in decision-making processes. As one participant put it, there needs to be ‘buy in’ from the 
public in terms of how decisions are made: 

P1: What it seems to me should probably matter more is trying to get more of the buy 
in from the population at large in terms of the decision-making and how you’re making 
those decisions. (Segment 3, Group 1) 

With this in mind, some participants would have liked to have seen a government of national unity, 
where different politicians, from opposition political parties as well as the government, work together  
to address a crisis in the national interest:

P2: It’s a shame the way that politics are in this country. If we could have actually had 
a government of national unity in such a crisis then that might have made things a lot 
more effective. (Segment 3, Group 1)
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P1: So, I think that there’s also an element, to me personally, where a national 
government would make a difference or should make a difference in the sense that you 
would expect it to be able to weigh all the different counter arguments more objectively 
than either a Labour government or Conservative government. (Segment 3, Group 1)

*[JS�NK�F�ZSNY^�LT[JWSRJSY�RF^�STY�GJ�UTXXNGQJ�NS�UWFHYNHJ��UZGQNH�HTSܪIJSHJ�\TZQI�GJ�IJ[JQTUJI�NK�
government consulted as widely as possible in arriving at decisions, engaging different political and 
community representatives at a local and national level. Likewise, wider consultation with different 
XHNJSYNܪH�TUNSNTSX�GJ^TSI�PJ^�FI[NXTWX�HFS�GZNQI�HTSܪIJSHJ�NS�XHNJSYNܪH�OZILRJSYX�XJJ�(FNWSJ �̂�
�����FSI�2TTWJ�FSI�2FH0JS_NJ�������TS�YMJ�WJQFYNTSXMNU�GJY\JJS�LT[JWSRJSY�FSI�XHNJSYNܪH�FI[NHJ���
More consultation does not mean consensus will result. Forceful debate is to be expected given the 
INKKJWJSY�FSI�XTRJYNRJX�HTSܫNHYNSL�[FQZJX�FSI�NSYJWJXYX�FY�XYFPJ��9MJ�FNR�RZXY�GJ�YT�JSXZWJ�YMJ�
debate is conducted as constructively as possible, groups feel listened to and valued in the process, 
and to achieve a fair compromise among positions where consensus is not possible (Habermas 1997, 
������)JQNGJWFYN[J�HTSXZQYFYNTS�\TZQI�STY�TSQ^�MJQU�YT�GZNQI�RTWJ�UZGQNH�HTSܪIJSHJ�NS�IJHNXNTSX��.Y�FQXT�
models the public togetherness at a political level that underpins compliance at a societal level. 

6.2.2. Public engagement

As well as wide consultation with representatives and experts, opportunities for the public to participate 
and share their views and experiences directly are important. As noted in Section 4, some participants 
\FSYJI�FS�TUUTWYZSNY^�YT�FXP�RTWJ�VZJXYNTSX�FGTZY�YMJ�XHNJSYNܪH�J[NIJSHJ��2JFS\MNQJ��TYMJWX�INI�
STY�KJJQ�QNPJ�YMJNW�XNYZFYNTSX�\JWJ�UWTUJWQ^�WJܫJHYJI�NS�IJHNXNTSX��&X�XZLLJXYJI�NS�Section 5, the fact 
YMFY�NSIN[NIZFQ�HNWHZRXYFSHJX�FWJ�STY�WJHTLSN_JI�FIJVZFYJQ^�G^�UTQNH^�FSI�UJWHJN[JI�ZSKFNWSJXX�STY�
addressed may be related to non-compliance. 

One participant described how the Government’s communication appeared to be ‘very much on their 
terms’, and that this caused them to disengage: 

P1: It’s just been very much on their terms. They just, you know, a conference is held, 
they go up, they stand, they speak. We come out, already we know what they’re going 
to say or there’s a good rumour of what they’re going to say. And they say it and then 
QJF[J��&SI�YMFYѣX�NY��4PF �̂�\MFY�IT�\J�IT�ST\$�8T��.�ITSѣY��.�RJFS�YMFYѣX�\M^�.�TG[NTZXQ^�
started to switch off. Because it was just, you know, you couldn’t help not hear the 
messages. But it was just sort of, oh we’re going to say this and they came and said it. 
And then they go again. (Segment 5, Group 2)

Likewise, another participant felt there was a ‘big divide’ between the public and decision-makers.  
They called for efforts to be made ‘to get more people involved at a local level and a regional level’: 

P4: I think that there needs to be perhaps an overall look at the way government 
politics in general function. Because there does seem to be a big divide. And I don’t 
think it helps when people, to be honest with you, try and cover stuff up and mistakes 
up. And I think this applies to all politicians to be honest. But there is, there was, and 
certainly probably is still a feeling that maybe parliament doesn’t serve the interests of 
the people properly. And I think, and that politics is something that people sort of, you 
know, think is a subject to be avoided. 
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So I think we need some kind of reframing of the system so that we get more people 
involved at a local level and a regional level perhaps. I don’t know how you do that.  
'ZY�GJYYJW�HTRRZSNHFYNTS�IJܪSNYJQ �̂�FSI�RTWJ�MTSJXY�FSI�TUJS�HTRRZSNHFYNTS��
(Segment 5, Group 2) 

Members of the public have been able to ask political leaders and experts questions at times during  
the pandemic. Some participants valued such public engagement, with one explaining that listening  
to other members of the public helped them to understand people’s different experiences: 

P4: And I think, you know, the press conferences gives the opportunity for the press and 
the general public to ask questions. I almost found that I wanted more of that because I 
wanted to actually understand, you know, how other people are impacted and affected. 
So actually listening to other people, giving them the opportunity to say, you know, 
these are the potential things we need to think about going forward, would be useful. 
(Mixed, Group 3) 

Opportunities for members of the public to interact with political leaders and experts could be extended, 
especially through the use of digital media (Kim and Kreps 2020). There are also well-established  
RJYMTIX�TK�IJQNGJWFYN[J�UZGQNH�JSLFLJRJSY��XZHM�FX�HNYN_JSXѣ�OZWNJX�FSI�HNYN_JSXѣ�FXXJRGQNJX��\MJWJ�
LWTZUX�TK�NSIN[NIZFQX�HFS�GJ�GWTZLMY�YTLJYMJW�YT�WJܫJHY�TS�HTRRTS�NXXZJX�FSI�KJJI�NSYT�IJHNXNTS�
making (Pearse 2020; Smith and Setälä 2018; Scheinerman and McCoy 2021). At the same time, 
government should listen out for the informal deliberation that emerges more spontaneously in 
YMJ�UZGQNH�XUMJWJ��NIJSYNK^NSL�XUJHNܪH�NXXZJX�FSI�LWTZUX�YT�JSLFLJ�\NYM�KZWYMJW�-FGJWRFX������ �
Scheinerman and McCoy, 2021). Achieving meaningful public engagement is not easy. However, 
GWNILNSL�YMJ�LFU�GJY\JJS�YMJ�UZGQNH�FSI�IJHNXNTS�RFPJWX�NX�SJHJXXFW^�YT�UWTRTYJ�UZGQNH�HTSܪIJSHJ�
and sustain the public togetherness that supports compliance. 
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Appendix 1: 
Focus group discussion guide 
Context/background 

• -T\�\JQQ�MFX�YMJ�,T[JWSRJSY�WJXUTSIJI�YT�YMJ�UFSIJRNH�NS�^TZW�[NJ\$�

• <MFY�IT�^TZ�YMNSP�YMJ�UWNTWNYNJX�TK�YMJ�,T[JWSRJSY�MF[J�GJJS�IZWNSL�YMNX�YNRJ$�

 ° Prompts: public health, the economy, individual freedom, mental health, loneliness) 

• )T�^TZ�FLWJJ�\NYM�YMJXJ�UWNTWNYNJX$�

Information: Engaging and understanding

• -F[J�^TZ�PJUY�ZU�\NYM�TKܪHNFQ�LZNIFSHJ�IZWNSL�YMJ�UFSIJRNH$�<M^$�<M^�STY$�

 ° Prompts: sources, channels 

• -F[J�RJXXFLJX�FGTZY�YMJ�UFSIJRNH�GJJS�JFX^�TW�INKܪHZQY�YT�ZSIJWXYFSI$�<M^$�

• -F[J�^TZ�INXHZXXJI�YMJ�UFSIJRNH�\NYM�TYMJWX$

 ° Prompts: friends, family, acquaintances, neighbours and colleagues 

• )T�^TZ�INXFLWJJ�\NYM�TYMJWX$�-F[J�^TZ�HMFSLJI�^TZW�[NJ\X�TW�HMFSLJI�TYMJW�UJTUQJѣX�[NJ\X$�

Communication: Evaluation

• Ask group to comment on a short video clip of Prime Minister, Boris Johnson, and one of 
(MNJK�2JINHFQ�4KܪHJW��(MWNX�<MNYY �̂�HTRRZSNHFYNSL�NSKTWRFYNTS�FGTZY�YMJ�UFSIJRNH

 ° Prompts: style and content

• 9MNSPNSL�FGTZY�YMJ�UFSIJRNH�T[JWFQQ��MFX�\JQQ�MFX�YMJ�LT[JWSRJSY�HTRRZSNHFYJI$�

• -T\�HTZQI�TKܪHNFQ�HTRRZSNHFYNTS�TK�YMJ�UFSIJRNH�GJ�NRUWT[JI�NS�^TZW�[NJ\$

Longer-term expectations

• What are your longer-term expectations about the future following 
YMJ�UFSIJRNH$�<NQQ�XTHNJY^�HMFSLJ�TW�WJYZWS�YT�STWRFQ$�

• <MFY�HFS�GJ�ITSJ�FGTZY�YMNX$�

• This research is about communication – thinking about the future, what role does communication 
SJJI�YT�UQF^$�-T\�IT�^TZ�YMNSP�LT[JWSRJSY�TW�\J�FX�F�XTHNJY^�XMTZQI�HTRRZSNHFYJ$
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Appendix 2: 
List of focus groups
Focus group Date Participants

Focus Group 1 19 November 2020 2

Focus Group 2 23 November 2020 2

Focus Group 3 24 November 2020 5

Focus Group 4 26 November 2020 4

Focus Group 5 30 November 2020 8

Focus Group 6 1 December 2020 5

Focus Group 7 2 December 2020 3

Focus Group 8 9 December 2020 5

Focus Group 9 10 December 2020 4

Focus Group 10 14 December 2020 5

Focus Group 11 17 December 2020 3

Focus Group 12 11 January 2021 5

Focus Group 13 12 January 2021 6

Focus Group 14 18 January 2021 5

Focus Group 15 19 January 2021 6

Focus Group 16 25 January 2021 4
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Appendix 3: 
Demographic characteristics of participants
Demographic characteristic group Total

Gender Male 30

Female 42 

Age 18-24 3

25-34 11

35-44 11

45-54 19

55-64 19

65+ 9

Ethnicity English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British 60

Irish 1

White and Asian 1

White and Black African and Caribbean 4

Indian/Bangladeshi 3

Chinese 1

Prefer not to say 2

SES ABC1 46

C2DE 26

Employment status Currently furloughed 3

Not working but seeking work or temporarily unemployed or sick 6

Reduced hours/employers imposed temporary leave of absence because of COVID-19 5

Retired 7

Self-employed: Working between 8 and 29 hours per week 3

Self-employed: Working 30 hours per week or more 3

Working full time: Working 30 hours per week or more 25

Working part time: Working between 8 and 29 hours per week 17

Not working and not seeking work 3

Geographical location London 7

East Midlands 5

Eastern 4

North-East 4

North-West 14

Northern Ireland 1

Scotland 3

South-East 9

West Midlands 8

Yorkshire & Humberside 8

South-West 7

Wales 2
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